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There is currently a national trend toward a more 
personal method of managing services for individuals with 
serious mental illness or developmental disabilities. This 
trend is based on the philosophy that in order to promote 
independence in daily living and to achieve greater economic 
self-sufficiency, services must address the individual and 
unique needs of each disabled person. Furthermore, the 
services must be provided in an integrated community setting. 
This new approach to service delivery was formally put 
into operation in the state of Illinois on August 30, 1988, 
when Illinois Governor Thompson signed into law the Community 
Integrated Living Arrangements {CILA) Li censure and 
Certification Act {PL 86-922). Drafted by the Illinois 
Department of Mental Health (DMHDD), this legislation provided 
the basis for a series of fundamental changes in Illinois' 
system of residential services for persons with mental and 
-
developmental disabilities. The CILA program focuses on the 
individual residing in his/her home with different services 
mixed and blended to meet his/her needs at a given point in 
time. Overall, the CILA program is intended to promote 
personal choice, independence in daily living, economic self-
1 
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sufficiency, and cormnunity integration for persons with severe 
mental and developmental disabilities. 
The CILA program is representative of the changes that 
have occurred over the past 20 years in residential service 
delivery. In the past, supportive services had been tied to 
a system where people move through a series of group 
residences which range from the most to least restrictive. It 
was assumed that people who needed more intensive services 
needed a more restrictive living environment (Illinois 
Department of Mental Health, 1991}. However, the philosophy 
underlying more recent programs, including the CILA program, 
is derived from the fundamental belief that cormnunity-based 
supports are more effective than are larger isolated 
facilities in creating humane and "normal" educational and 
living environments (George & Baumeister, 1981}. 
The provision of services intended to promote personal 
choice, independence in daily living, economic self-
sufficiency, and cormnunity integration for persons with mental 
and developmental disabilities is a labor intensive process 
requiring competent workers dedicated to improving the quality 
of life of disabled people (Bordieri & Peterson, 1988}. 
Consequently, the satisfaction of service providers is an 
important factor for agencies to consider in their efforts to 
maintain a relatively stable and productive staff. 
Dissatisfaction among staff members is likely to influence 
attitudes toward work, which in turn may affect treatment 
3 
outcomes (Oberlander, 1990). 
Based on a comprehensive review of the job satisfaction 
literature, Locke (1976) concluded that among the most 
important values or conditions conducive to job satisfaction 
are : (1) mentally challenging work with which the individual 
can cope successfully; (2) personal interest. in the work 
itself; (3) work that is not too physically tiring; (4) 
rewards for performance that are just, informative, and in 
line with the individual's personal aspirations; (5) working 
conditions that are compatible with the individual's physical 
needs and that facilitate accomplishment of his or her work 
goals; (6) high self-esteem on the part of the employee; (7) 
agents in the work place who help the employee to attain job 
values such as interesting work, pay, and promotions, whose 
basic values are similar to his or her own, and who minimize 
role conflict and ambiguity. 
The phenomenon of job satisfaction has been so heavily 
researched in part because happiness with ones work is a basic 
goal in itself. In addition, job satisfaction can have 
effects on an individual's other attitudes, physical health, 
mental health, absences, and turnover. Under certain 
conditions, it may also affect other types of job behavior, 
although, it has never been directly linked to productivity 
(Locke, 1976; Douglas, & Locke, 1985). 
Although job satisfaction has been extensively studied in 
industrial settings, comparably few studies have attempted to 
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identify the components and correlates of job satisfaction for 
human service workers, including those employed in community 
health agencies. Much of the research concerning the 
satisfaction of conununity mental health workers was conducted 
during the 1970s and early 1980s, after the conununity mental 
health and integration movement had sufficiently mobilized. 
· Some of the factors related to job satisfaction that have been 
identified include: participation in decision making (Sarata, 
1974; Cherniss & Egnatios, 1978b); physical environment 
(Folkins, O'Reilly, Roberts, & Miller, 1977), working with 
clients (Vinokur-Kaplan, 1991), and personal competence and 
autonomy (Cherniss & Egnatios, 1978a). Frequently cited 
sources of dissatisfaction are: elements of organizational 
quality such as poor communication, lack of organization, 
ambiguity of role expectations, inefficiency (Cherniss & 
Egnatios, 1978a), and poor pay and opportunities for promotion 
(Webb, Gold, Brady, Chapman, Ferree, & Delange, 1980; Vinokur-
Kaplan, 1991) . 
The present study will examine the meaning of job 
satisfaction and its correlates for employees of the CILA 
program, which is representative of the most recent trends in 
residential care for disabled individuals. 
Meaning of Job Satisfaction 
Herzberg (1959) developed a theory of job satisfaction 
that has been debated since its introduction. Herzberg' s two-
factor theory distinguishes between two sets of factors that 
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are involved in job satisfaction. The first set, motivators, 
are related to the content of the job and include such factors 
as achievement, 
responsibility. 
context of the 
recognition, work itself, advancement, and 
The second set, hygienes, are related to the 
job and include company policy and 
administration, supervision, working conditions, interpersonal 
relations, status, and salary. Herzberg (1966) argues that 
the causes of job satisfaction and of job dissatisfaction are 
separate and distinct. Herzberg' s research suggests that 
motivator factors influence job satisfaction, while hygiene 
factors are associated more with job dissatisfaction. That 
is, although hygiene factors are a necessary condition for job 
satisfaction, they do not themselves produce job satisfaction. 
Rather, it is the presence of motivators that leads to high 
levels of job satisfaction. 
Herzberg's model has been tested extensively in business 
and industrial settings. The results have not proven 
conclusive enough to warrant complete acceptance or rejection 
of the theory. There is, however, fairly wide acceptance of 
the importance of motivators rather than hygiene factors in 
the enhancement of job satisfaction (Locke, 1976; Gruneberg, 
1979) . 
More recently, research has been conducted using 
Herzberg's model of job satisfaction in human service 
occupations. For example, a study conducted by Emener and 
Stephens (1982) examined factors affecting the job 
,, 
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satisfaction of state vocational rehabilitation perso?nel. 
This study revealed that both hygiene and motivator factors 
were rated as work incentives and were positively related to 
job satisfaction. Predominantly hygiene factors, however, 
were seen as work disincentives, and were negatively 
associated with job satisfaction. 
In a related study, Bordieri and Peterson (1988) also 
used Herzberg's model to examine job satisfaction among direct 
care workers in community residential facilities. They 
similarly found that both hygiene and motivator factors were 
rated as job incentives, while primarily hygiene factors were 
rated as job disincentives. Among the work incentives cited 
were interpersonal relationships with coworkers, nature of the 
work itself, and quality of the supervision. Facility 
policies and administration, salary, and opportunity for 
advancement were rated as disincentives to job satisfaction. 
In the present study, Herzberg's model of job 
satisfaction was used as a conceptual framework in examining 
the meaning of job satisfaction for CILA staff members. In 
addition, the degree of importance which CILA personnel 
associate with both hygiene and motivator factors was 
investigated. According to Herzberg, employees should find 
the motivator components of their jobs to be more important 
than the hygiene components. 
Since the veracity of Herzberg's model is debatable, the 
meaning of job satisfaction for CILA staff members will also 
be examined from an empirical basis. 
Correlates of Job Satisfaction 
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The level of job satisfaction experienced by an 
individual may be mediated by a number of different factors. 
Several such factors will be examined in this study. These 
are discussed below. 
Type of Clientele 
Another unique aspect of the CILA program is that it 
serves three types of clients: mentally ill, developmentally 
disabled, and dually diagnosed. The third classification 
refers to clients who have both a developmental disability and 
a mental illness. The studies in the literature that address 
work satisfaction among employees of community-related health 
programs focus primarily on one of the three groups of 
clientele mentioned above. The structure of the CILA program, 
however, offers the opportunity to see how type of clientele 
affects job satisfaction. 
The relationship between type of clientele and job 
satisfaction will most likely be mediated by the client's 
level of functioning. Previous research has suggested that 
greater functional impairment among mentally ill (Faulkner, 
Ferwilliger, & Cutler, 1984) and mentally retarded (George & 
Baumeister, 1981; Sarata, 1974; Zaharia & Baumeister, 1978) 
persons may 
dissatisfaction. 
be correlated with increased staff 
Consequently, it is hypothesized here that 
staff members working with lower functioning clients will tend 
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to have a lower level of perceived satisfaction than those 
working with higher functioning clients. Also, since the 
dually diagnosed population is one of the most difficult 
client populations to treat, it is predicted that the 
personnel who usually work with dually diagnosed clients, 
independent of level of functioning, will tend to have a lower 
level of perceived job satisfaction than either those working 
with mentally ill or developmentally disabled individuals. 
Amount of Client Contact 
The relationship between perceived level of satisfaction 
and client's functional level may be further mediated by the 
amount of direct contact employees have with their clients. 
Research indicates that the level of an employee's 
satisfaction may be reduced by the frustration associated with 
working directly with low functioning clients (Sarata, 1974) . 
This gives rise to the hypothesis that the perceived level of 
satisfaction will be low for persons whose jobs require daily 
direct contact with clients, especially lower functioning 
clients. 
Philosophical Underpinnings 
The conununity integration movement in general, and 
the CILA program in particular, have a philosophy underlying 
their approach to treatment. As mentioned earlier, the CILA 
program is a conununity based system of service delivery 
intended to promote personal choice, independence in daily 
living, economic self sufficiency, and conununity integration 
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for persons with a mental illness, developmental disability, 
or both. Although it has never been investigated, it would 
seem that an employee's level of job satisfaction would depend 
on the extent to which an agency actually follows this 
underlying philosophy. That is, with the initiation of the 
CILA program within an agency is supposed to come the shift to 
a client-driven, integrative approach towa-rd-service delivery. 
However, if an agency does not alter its method of service 
delivery to fit the CILA model, employees may become 
frustrated by this discrepancy between word and deed. Thus, 
if an agency is not following the basic tenants of the CILA 
philosophy, it is predicted that their employees will be less 
satisfied than the employees of agencies abiding by the 
philosophy. 
Moreover, this discrepancy in satisfaction level should 
be the greatest for the motivational or intrinsic components 
of one's job. In a study of health care workers, Alpander 
(1990) found that employees who knew the goals and values of 
their organization, and felt that their organization was 
conunitted to executing them, had a higher level of intrinsic 
' 
job satisfaction. Thus, CILA employees are expected to derive 
greater intrinsic satisfaction from their jobs when they 
perceive that their agencies are conunitted to the philosophy 
which guides their actions on the job. 
Organizational philosophy is often formulated at the top 
of the organizational hierarchy and disseminated downward. 
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When the CILA program is adopted by an agency, employees are 
supposed to be informed of the specific values and principles 
they are to follow on the job. The top agency management is 
usually responsible for educating their staff. Although they 
promote the CILA philosophy within their agency, often times 
the management of an agency is the most removed from the 
process of directly implementing that philosophy with the 
clients. The more time that a worker spends directly serving 
the clients, the more likely they are to encounter 
difficulties when trying to put the CILA philosophy into 
effect. Accordingly, the more direct contact an employee has 
with clients, the less he or she should perceive the CILA 
philosophy is being followed as mandated. 
Attitudes Towards Clients 
Since community oriented service delivery programs, 
such as CILA, are based on attitudes that reflect more recent 
thinking about services and living arrangements for persons 
with severe disabilities, individuals who endorse such 
progressive attitudes should have a higher level of perceived 
job satisfaction than those who do not endorse such attitudes 
(Sarata, 1974; Alpander, 1990). However, this relationship 
may be tempered by the level at which an employee's clients 
function. That is, employees who work with low functioning 
clients will probably have more negative attitudes concerning 
their clients' ability to perform as members of the community, 
than employees who work with higher functioning cli.ents. 
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Demographic Characteristics 
(A) Length of time spent working in the area of 
mental health and rehabilitation - It would seem that opting 
to work in the field of mental health and rehabilitation for 
a long time would be a sign of a commitment, which would be 
expected to enhance an individual's work satisfaction. 
- -
(B) Education - Many studies have found a positive 
relationship between job satisfaction and level of education 
(Locke, 1976). This relationship, however, is not as simple 
as it appears on the surface. A large number of studies have 
shown that there is increased job satisfaction with increasing 
occupation level, and clearly, the higher the education, the 
likelier it is that one will be at a higher occupational level 
(Gruneberg, 1979). 
Previous research suggests, however, that workers who 
have more schooling than their job requires, will be less 
satisfied with their jobs (Quinn, & Mandibuitch, 1975; 
Biscenti, & Lewis, 1977; Tsang, Rumberger, & Levin, 1991). In 
the present study, we are capable of testing this hypothesis 
for direct care workers. Based on the job descriptions that 
were collected from CILA agencies, the educational 
requirements for a direct care worker are a high school 
diploma or the equivalent. Thus, direct care workers who have 
attained a degree beyond high school have more schooling than 
their job requires. Accordingly, those direct care workers 
who have received a college degree should be less satisfied 
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with their jobs than the direct care workers who just have a 
high school degree or the equivalent. 
(C) Income A direct positive correlation is 
anticipated between annual salary and work satisfaction 
(Jerrell, 1983). This is consistent with the notion that for 
some wages may function as a source of satisfaction in the 
workplace (Locke, 1976) . 
Thus, the overall purpose of the present study is two-
fold. First, the basic meaning of job satisfaction will be 
explored, followed by an identification of the job and 
individual characteristics that are closely associated with 
job satisfaction in community agencies delivery services under 
the CILA mandate. 
METHOD 
Subjects 
Subjects were employees of agencies participating in 
Illinois' Community Integrated Living Arrangements program. 
Twenty agencies throughout Illinois that were delivering 
services under the CILA legislation at the time of the study 
were chosen as preliminary interview sites. These 20 agencies 
were selected based on geographical location, type of 
clientele served, and quality of care provided, such that a 
representative sample of agencies from across the state was 
obtained. Interviews were conducted with approximately 80 
CILA staff members from a wide range of positions, in order to 
ensure adequate representation of the different roles and 
responsibilities present among CILA personnel. 
Based on the information collected during the site 
interviews, a survey package was developed and mailed to a 
sample of CILA employees. At the time of the study, 154 
agencies with a combined total of approximately 2485 
- l employees, were delivering services under the CILA mandate. 
1 The numbers of agencies and employees delivering services 
under the CILA mandate were determined during pilot research 
conducted in June, 1991. Each agency that the Illinois 
Department of Mental Health listed as participating in the 
CILA program was contacted by telephone in order to confirm 
their participation in the program, and to determine the total 
number of CILA employees working at the agency. 
13 
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Due to budgetary restrictions, it was impossible to provide 
one survey package for every CILA employee in the state. 
Consequently, the number of surveys mailed to each agency was 
limited to eight, for a total of 1067 employees surveyed. The 
agencies that had more than eight CILA employees were 
instructed to distribute the survey packages to one upper 
level supervisor (i.e., program director or program 
coordinator), one middle level supervisor (i.e., house 
manager, case manager, or team leader), and six direct care 
staff members. There was also a stipulation that direct care 
employees from all shifts be represented. This pattern of 
survey distribution was decided upon because it reflected the 
approximate proportion of CILA employees in each of the three 
position categories. 
Materials 
The measures discussed below represent the components of 
the survey package that are relevant to the present study. 
The additional measures contained in the survey package are 
located in the appendices. 
Job Activities Evaluation 
The job activities evaluation is a job analysis measure 
designed to assess the different activities and 
responsibilities that accompany the jobs of CILA staff 
members. The measure consists of a list of 121 individual 
tasks that may be performed by CILA personnel. The tasks that 
were used in the measure were generated from the information 
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collected during the site interviews and from agency provided 
job descriptions. Respondents were asked to indicate on two 
separate five-point Likert-type scales the importance of each 
task listed, and whether training for that task would be 
helpful. The ratings on the two scales ranged from "a little 
important" to "very important" and from training would "not 
help" ~o training would "help greatly", respectively. 
Job Incentives Evaluation 
In many studies of job satisfaction reported in the 
literature, investigators have used the Job Descriptive Index 
(Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969) to measure job satisfaction. 
Although valuable because of its careful development and wide 
use, the JDI may have limited applicability with respect to 
human service organizations (Sluyter & Mukkeryee, 1986). 
These limitations include published norms that in most cases 
have been derived from business or industrial organizations, 
as well as the use of language that may be unfamiliar or 
inapplicable to human service workers (e.g., "satisfactory 
profit sharing plans") . Because of these limitations, a 
modified job satisfaction instrument was developed for use in 
this study, based on a careful reading of the literature and 
the nature of the CILA program. All items are anchored by two 
five-point Likert-type scales that address the importance of 
and satisfaction with various job components. The ratings on 
the two scales range from "not important" to "very important" 
and from "not satisfied" to "very satisfied", respectively. 
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Of the questionnaire's 29 items, 19 measure Herzberg's hygiene 
factors, including policy and administration, interpersonal 
relationships, salary, status, security, working conditions, 
and training. The remaining 10 items measure motivator 
factors such as recognition, work itself, advancement, 
achievement, and responsibility. 
CILA Philosophy Measure 
Since knowledge of and adherence to the philosophy 
of the CILA program is key to the program's success, a 
questionnaire that assesses the degree to which employees 
recognize, and their agency follows, the principles 
representative of the CILA philosophy was developed. A review 
of the Licensure and Certification Act that created the CILAs 
(Pl 86-922), progress reports, and other relevant documents 
concerning the CILA program was conducted with the purpose of 
generating a comprehensive list of the philosophical and 
operating principles of the CILA program. This preliminary 
review yielded a total of 35 items which were then reviewed by 
five experts in rehabilitation and the community integration 
of people with disabilities. The review by these experts 
yielded a final list of 27 items that were used in the survey. 
CILA Staff Attitudes Measure 
Since previous research suggests that the attitudes 
employees have regarding individuals with mental or 
developmental disabilities may affect their attitudes toward 
their jobs (Sarata, 1974; Alpander, 1990), a questionnaire to 
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measure attitudes toward disabled people was developed. The 
attitude scale used in this investigation was developed by 
David Henry and Christopher Keys of the University of Illinois 
at Chicago (Balcazar, & Keys, 1991). It began as a shorter 
scale used to assess the attitudes of workers at a camp for 
persons with cerebral palsy. Noting the comparative lack of 
attitude measures toward people with developmental 
disabilities in the literature, this scale was expanded to 
include items thought to tap attitudes relevant to more recent 
thinking about community services and living arrangements for 
persons with severe disabilities. Some items were adapted 
from the Community Attitudes toward Mental Illness (CAMI) 
scale (Taylor & Dear, 1981). Other items, particularly those 
concerned with integration and advocacy, were developed in 
consultation with self-advocates and professionals working 
with persons with developmental disabilities. The final pool 
of items totaled 67. 
During development, the scale was administered to 
approximately 80 university students and 150 other 
individuals. Thirteen items were dropped because the data 
indicated that they elicited socially' desirable responses. 
Principal components factor analysis of responses to the 
remaining items produced six orthogonal factors. The six 
resulting scales are: 
segregation (6 items); 
beliefs about ability 
normalization (6 items); 
malevolent segregation 
( 5 i terns) ; advocacy ( 5 
benevolent 
(5 items) ; 
items); and 
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decision locus (6 items). 
Demographic Information 
Participants were asked to provide information on their 
gender, age, marital status, race/ethnicity, education, 
salary, job title, number of hours worked weekly, number of 
clients responsible for, number of employees responsible for, 
length of time in current position, length of time in the 
organization, and number of years of experience in the field 
of mental health and developmental disabilities. 
Procedure 
The directors of the 20 agencies selected for site 
interviews were contacted by telephone and by letter with a 
request for permission to conduct the study at their agency. 
At this time, copies of the job descriptions for all of the 
positions within the CILA program at their agencies were 
requested. These descriptions were used to aid in the 
development of interview questionnaires and to provide 
information about the nature of the jobs within the CILA 
program. 
Individual personal interviews were then conducted with 
at least one representative of each CILA related position 
within each of the 20 agencies. Each interview took 
approximately 45 minutes to complete. The protocol followed 
can be found in appendix A. As mentioned earlier, the 
information collected from these personal interviews was used 
to develop a series of questionnaires that were asseinbled into 
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a package and mailed to CILA employees througho~t Illinois. 
The directors of the 154 agencies delivering services under 
the CILA mandate were contacted by telephone and informed of 
the project. CILA program directors were asked to provide the 
number of CILA employees working in their agencies, and to 
verify their agencies' mailing addresses. At that time, the 
CILA program directors were verbally assured that the 
participation of their employees was voluntary and that all 
responses would remain totally anonymous and confidential. 
CILA program directors were responsible for distributing the 
survey packages to the appropriate staff in their respective 
agencies. 
A cover letter was included in each individual survey 
package introducing the study, requesting the voluntary 
participation of each subject, and assuring confidentiality of 
the responses. In addition, each respondent was provided with 
a pre-addressed postage-paid envelop and instructions to mail 
the completed survey package directly to the research team. 
Approximately one week after the survey packages had been 
mailed to the agencies, the director of each agency was 
telephoned to ensure that the surveys had been received. 
RESULTS 
The results section has been divided into six parts. The 
first section examines the response rate for the surveys. The 
second section presents an overview of the construction of 
scales from the different measures used in the survey. The 
third section summarizes the demographic characteristics of 
the respondents. The fourth section explains how respondents 
were grouped into job categories via cluster analysis. The 
fifth section addresses the meaning of job satisfaction. And 
the final section reports the results of hypothesis testing. 
Response Rate 
Of the 1067 surveys distributed, a total of 559 (52.4%) 
were returned. Some respondents did not complete specific 
items. Therefore, the exact N varied across variables, and 
those discrepant values have been reported where appropriate. 
Surveys were returned by 130 of the 154 ( 84. 4%) agencies 
delivering services under the CILA mandate at the time of the 
study. CILA staff from Chicago and the suburbs comprised 
approximately 39% of the final sample, with the remaining 61% 
coming from northwestern (19%), central (17%), and southern 
(25%) Illinois. Approximately 39% of the agencies identified 
themselves as serving developmentally disabled clients, 44% as 
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serving mentally ill clients, and 17% as serving both. 
Scale Construction 
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Item responses from the job incentives evaluation, CILA 
philosophy, and CILA staff attitudes measures were submitted 
to principal components factor analyses with varimax rotation, 
in order to create reliable composite indices of the 
constructs underlying each measure. For those measures 
producing more than one significant factor, scales were 
constructed which met the following criteria: (a) they were 
based on factors with an eigen value > 1.0; (b) each 
individual item showed a loading of at least .40 on the factor 
concerned; (c) each item had loadings < .40 on other factors; 
and (d) each item had a commonality > .50. 
Table 1 lists the resulting empirically-based scales, 
factor loadings, reliabilities (i.e., coefficient alphas) , and 
items for each measure. The average of the ratings on the 
items comprising each scale was used as a dependent measure in 
subsequent analyses. 
Job Incentives Evaluation. Two sets of scales were 
empirically derived from the job incentives evaluation. The 
first set of scales addresses the satisfaction component of 
the measure. The factor analysis yielded four reliable scales 
which accounted for 52.3% of the variance (see Table 1). The 
first scale addresses facets of a job such as recognition, 
constructive feedback, and the importance placed upon one's 
suggestions, which help to determine how valued a person feels 
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as a worker. The second scale addresses benefits which are 
normally associated with a job, including health care and 
child care. The third scale addresses agency policies that 
affect workers on a daily basis, such as attendance, 
tardiness, and scheduling policies. The fourth scale is 
comprised of items that address the external or extrinsic 
rewards that are often associated with a job, including 
salary, prestige of the job, and promotion opportunities. 
The second set of scales were derived from the importance 
component of the job incentives measure. The factor analysis 
yielded four reliable scales which collectively accounted for 
48. 3% of the variance (see Table 1) . The first scale is 
comprised of items that reflect compensation and security 
issues, such as salary, health care, and job security. The 
second scale addresses agency policies that affect employees 
on a daily basis, such as work breaks, attendance, and 
scheduling policies. The third scale is concerned with the 
nature of the work being preformed by the employees. The 
fourth scale is comprised of items which address the amount of 
recognition and feedback workers receive. 
CILA Philosophy Measure. Three scales were empirically 
derived based on the extent to which respondents perceived 
their agency to be following the CILA philosophy. The three 
scales collectively accounted for 48.8% of the variance (see 
Table 1) . Two of the scales are made up of positively worded 
items, and the third one is comprised of negatively worded 
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items· Since the reliabilities for each individual scale 
exceed that of the all the items together and since the scales 
were not highly correlated with one another, it was determined 
that the three-factor structure was not the result of response 
bias. ~ather the positive-negative split indicates that the 
absence of something negative is not necessarily the same as 
the pre~ence of something positive. 
The two scales composed of positively worded items each 
address different client-related issues. Issues related to 
providi~g clients the opportunity to engage in the activities 
of daily life comprise the first scale. The second scale is 
made up of items which concern the amount of control clients 
have over the services they receive. The items included in 
the negative scale reflect principles that run counter to the 
CILA philosophy. 
CILA, Staff Attitudes Measure. Factor analysis of 
employee responses to the CILA staff attitudes measure yielded 
one global factor that accounted for 20.4% of the variance 
(see Table 1) . This global scale is comprised of items which 
tap attitudes relevant to more recent thinking about services 
and living arrangements for persons with severe disabilities. 
In addition to the above empirically-derived scales, 
conceptually-based scales were also constructed from the job 
incentives and CILA staff attitudes measures. The conceptual 
scales Cl::'eated with items from the job incentives measure were 
based on Herzberg' s two- factor theory. Accordingly, the items 
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that represent Herzberg' s hygiene factors (i.e. , company 
policy and administration, supervision, working conditions, 
interpersonal relations, status, salary) were grouped into one 
conceptual scale, and the items that represent Herzberg' s 
motivator factors (achievement, recognition, 
advancement, responsibility) into another. 
work itself, 
Hygiene and 
from both the motivator factor scales were constructed 
satisfaction and importance ratings associated with each job 
component listed on the job incentives measure. The 
reliability of each of these scales was assessed using 
Cronbach's alpha. 
There are six conceptually-based scales for the CILA 
staff attitudes measure. These six scales were derived from 
a principal components factor analysis of responses given by 
80 university students and 150 other people. Although the 
same six scales did not emerge from the factor analysis 
conducted on the responses of the CILA employees, the scales 
are being used in the present study because they tease out 
information relevant to more recent thinking about services 
and living arrangements for persons with severe disabilities 
which would be lost if the empirically derived single factor 
solution were to be used exclusively. 
The six scales and their meanings are as follows: 
(1) Normalization higher scores on this scale indicate 
greater endorsement of the normalization philosophy; (2) 
Malevolent Segregation - higher scores on this scale indicate 
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Table 1 
Factor Analysis of Job Incentives, CILA Philosophy and CILA 
Staff Attitudes Measures 




Value as a Worker 
- constructive feedback. 
your relationship with your supervisor 
- the importance placed upon your 
suggestions and input 
- opportunities for personal growth 
- being recognized for a job well done 
- the experience you are getting from 
your job 
- on the job training 
Benefits 
- vacation time 
- sick leave 
- health care 
- child care 
- retirement benefits 
Policies 
- the physical environment at your 
place of employment 
- attendance policies 
- tardiness policies 
- scheduling policies 
- your work schedule/hours of work 
Status/Rewards 
- the amount of money you make 
- your opportunities for promotion 
- overtime pay 
- the status/prestige of your job 
- job security 






























Table 1 (continued) 





- the amount of money you make 
- your opportunities for promotion 
- vacation time 
- sick leave 
- health care 
- retirement pay 
- overtime pay 
- job security 
Policies 
- attendance policies 
- tardiness policies 
- scheduling policies 
- work/lunch breaks 
Work Itself 
- your relationship with CILA recipients 
- seeing progress in CILA recipients 
- the experience you are getting from 
this job 
- on the job training 
- opportunities for continuing education 
Recognition 
- constructive feedback 
- the importance placed upon your 
suggestions 
- opportunities for personal growth 





























Table 1 (continued) 
CILA Philosophy Measure 
Scales for the Extent to 
which Employees Perceive 
Their Agency is Following 
the CILA Philosophy 
Factor 
Loading 
Opportunity to Engage in 
Daily Activities 
- Clients should have the same access 
to educational services as other 
people in the community. 
- Clients should have access to full 
employment opportunities. 
- Clients should have access to 
religious services. 
Clients should be involved in managing 
their own finances. 
- Clients should have the same access to 
vocational training as other people in 
the community. 
- Clients should interact frequently 
with non-disabled persons. 
- Clients should be encouraged to become 
economically self-sufficient. 
Staff Controlling and Limiting Clients 
- Clients only need limited access to 
recreational and social activities 
- CILA staff members should decide how 
clients spend their leisure.time. 
- All clients need and should receive 
the same services. 
- Direct care staff should make 
decisions regarding matters of health 
care for their clients. 
- The more severely disabled clients are, 
the more restrictive their living 
environment needs to be. 
- Clients should be recognized first and 
foremost as people with disabilities. 
- CILA program directors should select 
the care givers for clients. 
- Clients are rarely seen by other 






















Table 1 (continued) 
CILA Philosophy Measure 
Scales for the Extent to 
which Employees Perceive 
Their Agency is Following 






Clients' Service Rights .8295 
- Clients should be able to choose 
their own living arrangements. .620 
- Clients should participate in the 
selection of the services and supports 
they need. .578 
- Clients should be able to experience 
the risk of failure as well as 
success. .669 
- Services provided to clients should 
change as their specific needs and 
desires change. .681 
- Clients should be able to receive 
services near their pennanent 
residence. .673 
- The services offered to clients should 
contribute to their capacity for 
independence and productivity. .489 
CILA Staff Attitude Measure 
Staff Attitude 
One-Factor Solution 
- Clients should be encouraged to 




- Clients make good parents. .547 
- Agencies that serve clients should 
have clients on their boards. .435 
- Clients should not be allowed to 
marry and have children. -.452 
- A person would be foolish to marry 
someone like one of this agency's 
clients. -.634 
- Clients should be guaranteed the same 
rights in society as other persons. .485 




Table 1 (continued) 
CILA Staff Attitudes Measure 
Staff Attitude 
One-Factor Solution 
- Clients need someone to plan their 
Factor 
Loading 
activities for them. -.500 
- Clients should not hold public 
offices. - . 468 
- Clients should not be given any 
responsibilities. -.541 
- Clients can organize and speak for 
themselves. . 42 7 
- Clients do not care about advance-
ment in their jobs. -.553 
- Clients do not need to make 
choices about the things they will 
do each day. -.470 
- Clients have the kinds of problems 
that require a lot of supervision. -.442 
- Clients should not be allowed to 
drive. . 553 
- Clients can be productive members 
of society. . 49 3 
- Clients have goals for their lives 
like other people. .602 
- I would trust one of this agency's 
clients to be a baby sitter for my 
children. .545 
- Clients cannot exercise control 
over their lives like other people. -.489 
- Clients can have close personal 
relationships just like everyone else .. 521 
- Clients should live in shel~ered 
facilities because of the dangers of 
life in the community. -.504 
- Clients should be encouraged to lobby 
legislators on their own. .551 
- Clients are the best people to give 
advice and counsel others who wish 
to move into community living. .528 
- A client's opinion should carry more 
weight than the opinions of family 
members and professionals in decisions 
effecting the client. .573 
- Clients can plan meetings and 






Table 1 (continued) 
CILA Staff Attitudes Measure 
Staff Attitude 
One-Factor Solution 
The protectiveness of family members 
and professionals is often a barrier 
Factor 
Loading 
to full life for clients. .456 
- Clients can be trusted to handle 
money responsibly. .475 
- Residents have nothing to fear from 
clients living and working in their 
neighborhoods. .418 
- The attitudes of society are more of 
a barrier to full life for clients 
than are their conditions. .462 
- The best care for clients is to be 
part of normal life in the community. .463 
- Without some control and supervision 
clients could get into real trouble 
out in the community. -.480 
- It would be foolish of the state to 
make support payments directly to 
clients. -.444 
- The rights of clients are more 
important than professional concerns 
about their problems. .439 
- Hornes and services for clients 
downgrade the neighborhoods they 
are in. -.471 
- Clients are a burden on s6ciety. -.571 
- Hornes and services for clients should 






increased affectively negative attitudes towards persons with 
disabilities and services for them; (3) Benevolent Segregation 
- higher scores on this scale indicate greater endorsement of 





t: affective tone than found in the malevolent segregation scale; 
(4) Beliefs About Abilities - higher scores on this scale 
indicate greater belief in the abilities of persons with 
disabilities; (5) Advocacy Scale - higher scores on this scale 
indicate greater endorsement of persons with disabilities 
advocating on their behalf; (6) Decision Locus Scale -higher 
scores on this scale indicate greater belief in persons with 
disabilities making decisions for themselves, rather than 
having other people make decisions for them. The specific 
items comprising each scale and their individual reliabilities 
are listed in Table 2. 
As with the empirically-based scales, the average of the 
ratings on the items comprising each conceptually-based scale 
was used as a dependent variable in subsequent analyses. 
Demographic Characteristics 
Twelve demographic characteristics were assessed in this 
study: gender, age, marital status, race or ethnicity, 
education, income, number of hours worked weekly, number of 
clients responsible for, number of employees responsible for, 
length of time in current position, length of time in 
organization, and number of years experience in the field of 
mental health and developmental disabilities. 
Most (78%) of the respondents to the survey were women, 
which is representative of this labor force. The age range in 
the sample was wide, 19 to 70 years, with a median age of 32 
years. Approximately half (48.8%) of those surveyed were 
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Table 2 
Conceptually-based Scales for the Job Incentives and CILA 
Staff Attitude Measures 
Job Incentives Measure 
Scales for 




- the amount of money you make 
- vacation time 
- sick leave 
- health care 
- child care 
- retirement benefits 
- overtime pay 
- the status/prestige of your job 
- job security 
- your relationship with your co-workers 
your relationship with your supervisor 
- your relationship with CILA residents 
- the physical environment at your place 
- attendance policies 
- tardiness policies 
- scheduling policies 
- work/lunch breaks 
- on the job training 
- your work schedule/hours of work 
Motivators/Satisfaction 
Motivators/Importance 








- the amount of responsibility you have in your job 
- constructive feedback 
- the importance placed on your suggestions and input 
- opportunities for personal growth 
- being recognized for a job well done 
- seeing progress in CILA recipients 
- working with severely disabled individuals 
- the experience you are getting from this job_ 
- opportunities for continuing education 
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Table 2 (continued) 




- Clients can make good parents. 
- Clients should not be allowed to marry and have 
children 
- A person would be foolish to marry someone like one of 
this agency's clients. 
- Clients should not hold public off ice 
- Clients should not be allowed to drive 
- I would trust one of this agency's clients to be a baby 
sitter for one of my children. 
Malevolent Segregation .6955 
- Clients are usually too limited to be sensitive to 
the needs and feelings of others. 
- The best way to handle clients is to keep them in 
institutions. 
- Increased spending on programs for clients is a waste 
of tax dollars. 
- Hornes and services for clients downgrade the 
neighborhoods they are in. 
- Clients are a burden on society. 
- Hornes and services for clients should be kept out of 
residential neighborhoods. 
Benevolent Segregation .7562 
- Clients are happier when they live and work with others 
like themselves. 
- Clients have the kinds of problems that require a lot 
of supervision. 
- Clients usually should be in group homes or other 
facilities where they can have the help and support of 
staff. 
- Sheltered workshops for clients are essential 
- Most clients prefer to work in a sheltered setting that 
is more sensitive to their needs. 
Table 2 (continued) 
CILA Staff Attitudes Measure 





- Clients can be productive members of society. 
- Clients have goals for their lives like other people. 
- Clients cannot exercise control over their lives like 
other people. 
- Clients are capable of a lot more than most family 
members and professionals assume. 
- The protectiveness of family members and professionals 
is often a barrier to full life for clients. 
Advocacy Scale .6693 
- Agencies that serve clients should have clients on 
their boards. 
- Clients can organize and speak for themselves. 
- Clients should have their own advocacy organization. 
- Clients are the best people to give advice and counsel 
to others who wish to move into community living. 
- Clients should be encouraged to lobby legislators on 
their own. 
Decision Locus Scale .5307 
- Professionals should not make decisions for clients 
unless absolutely necessary. 
- Clients need someone to plan their activities for them. 
- A client's opinion should carrj more weight than 
the opinions of family members and professionals in 
decisions affecting the client. 
- The solutions to the problems in living faced by 
clients must come from others like them. 
- Clients need the same kind of control and discipline as 
young children. 
- It would be foolish for the state to make support 
payments directly to clients. 
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married; the next largest group were singles (34%); and 15.4% 
were divorced or separated. Of the 67.6% of the respondents 
reporting that they had attended college, 9. 5% earned an 
Associate' s degree, 19. 5% earned a Bachelor's degree, and 
13.1% earned a Master's degree. Slightly more than three 
quarters (76.6%) of the respondents reported annual incomes of 
$20,000 or less. The large majority (80%) of the respondents 
worked full-time (defined as 37.5 hours or more a week). 
Concerning clients that respondents typically served, 
approximately 43% of the respondents reported working with 
persons whose primary disability was mental illness, 33.2% 
reported their clients as being primarily developmentally 
disabled, and 16.3% reported working primarily with dually 
diagnosed individuals. The average respondent was responsible 
for five clients and three staff members. 
The length of time respondents reported being in their 
current position ranged from one month to 20 years, with a 
median of 12 months. The length of time respondents reported 
working in their current agency ranged from one month to 25 
years, with a median of 15 months. The length of time 
respondents reported working in the mental health and 
rehabilitation field ranged from one month to 27 years, with 
a median of 36 months. 
A preliminary set of analyses were conducted to determine 
if any of the demographic variables were significantly related 
to any of the dependent measures. Potential significant 
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relationships between each demographic characteristic and each 
dependent measure were evaluated by either analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) or Pearson's product-moment correlations, 
depending on whether the demographic variable was categorical 
or continuous, respectively. 
There were no significant relationships with gender, age, 
marital status, number of clients responsible for, number of 
employees responsible for, length of time in current position, 
length of time in organization, or number of years experience 
in the field of mental health and rehabilitation. Significant 
relationships were, however, found for four characteristics: 
education, income, race and number of hours worked. In 
addition, the interaction between education and income was 
found to have a significant relationship with dependent 
measures. 
Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were used to 
partial out the effects of the four significant demographic 
characteristics and the education x income interaction from 
the dependent measures. Pr;i.or to performing the multiple 
regression analyses, the education and race variables were 
both "dummy coded" so that they could be entered appropriately 
into a regression equation. This dichotomized coding was 
based on significant differences observed between the original 
response categories. Education was split into a two-level 
variable reflecting employees with a college degree and those 
without. Race was split into a two-level variable reflecting 
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persons who identified themselves as Caucasian and persons 
who identified themselves as African American. Once the 
effects of demographic characteristics were partialled out of 
the dependent measures, the remaining residualized variance 
was saved, and these residualized dependent measures were then 
used in subsequent hypothesis testing. 2 This procedure was 
used to control for the effects of demographic differences on 
responses to the dependent measures. 
Cluster Analysis of Job Titles 
Based on the job titles reported by respondents, 21 
positions were identified. Direct care worker (46. 9%) was the 
position most frequently held by respondents. The next most 
frequently held positions were: case manager (10.8%), 
residential manager (9.9%), CILA program director (9.2%), 
assistant CILA program director (4. 6%), and service-team 
leader (4.4%). 
A cluster analysis was performed to determine whether the 
different job positions fell into characteristic patterns. 
The input to the cluster analysis was the importance ratings 
assigned by respondents to the 121 job activities listed on 
' 
the job analysis questionnaire. The clustering algorithm 
2 
The only instance in which the effects of the demographic 
characteristics were not partialled out of the dependent measures 
was when hypotheses regarding demographic characteristics were 
tested. Thus, when the hypotheses regrading education were tested, 
the effects of income, race, and number of hours worked were 
partial led out, but not the effects of education; and when the 
hYPotheses regarding income were tested, the effects of education, 
race, and number of hours worked were partialled out, but not the 
effects of income. 
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(PKM) is a nonhierarchical method that establishes a fixed 
number of homogeneous groups of cases using Euclidean 
distances (BMDP, 1981). Thus, respondents are categorized 
into homogeneous groups based on the job-related activities 
they felt were most important to their respective positions. 
The cluster analysis yielded three reliable groups of 
respondents which are summarized in Table 3 . Of the 559 
respondents who completed the job activities questionnaire, 
518 (92.7%) of them were included in one of the three groups 
resulting from the cluster analysis procedure. The 48 
respondents that did not fall into one of the three groups 
held positions that were few in number and unique relative to 
~. 
~! the total sample (e.g., bookkeeper, driver, interpreter) . 
These 48 respondents are not included in any subsequent 
analyses that involve grouping by job position. 
Respondents in the direct care group reported activities 
which involved meeting clients' needs, promoting safety and 
health, and administration to be the most important for 
successful completion of their jobs. Surprisingly, 
respondents in the supervisor group also identified activities 
involved in meeting clients' needs to be a central part of 
their job. Apparently, the proximity of supervisory employees 
to clients results in their giving considerable attention to 
clients' needs. Supervisors also consider the evaluation of 
their clients' treatment and administration to be important 
activities of their jobs. Respondents in the manager group 
identified administration duties, staff supervision, 
Table 3 
Cluster Analysis of Job Positions 
Cluster Grouping 
Freguency 




- Direct Care Personnel 
- CILA Staff Trainer 
- Residential Manager 
- Team Leader 
- Case Manager 
- Outreach Worker 









- Assistant Program Director 
so 
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- Qualified Mental Health 
Professional 




evaluation of client progress, meeting clients' needs, and 
staff training as the primary functions of their jobs. 
Although respondents in management positions help meet some of 
the clients' needs directly, they do so with less frequency 
than either direct care or supervisory staff. 
Meaning of Job Satisfaction 
Based on the results of factor analysis, it appears that 
respondents view their jobs as having multiple dimensions both 
in terms of satisfaction and importance. Table 4 contains the 
mean satisfaction and importance ratings assigned by 
respondents to each of the empirically derived dimensions as 
well as the conceptual Herzbergian dimensions. Separate 
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factor analyses by job grouping produced dimensions similar to 
those described in Table 4. Furthermore, the mean 
satisfaction and importance ratings for the different 
dimensions were found not to differ significantly by job 
position. Taken together, these findings suggest that the 
components which respondents in different positions find 
important and satisfying in their jobs appear to be 
structurally and evaluatively the same. 
Table 4 
Overall Means and Standard Deviations for the Components of 
the Job Satisfaction and Job Importance Dimensions 
Satisfaction 
Dimensions 














Dimensions Means SD 
Compensation/ 4. 22 . 77 
Security 
Policies 4.06 .93 
Work Itself 4.65 .46 
Recognition 4.56 .49 
Hygienes 4.19 .55 
Motivators 4.44 .44 
The nature of the empirical job dimensions lends some 
credence to Herzberg's distinction between hygiene and 
motivator factors in that each empirically derived dimension 
is composed of items representative of either hygiene or 
motivator factors, with no substantial overlap between the 
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two. In addition, respondents found motivator items to be 
significantly more important than hygiene items, .t.(431)= -
11.42, n <.0002 (one-tailed). This finding is consistent with 
Herzberg's belief that the intrinsic components of a job are 
more valued and important to workers than are the extrinsic 
components. This idea is further supported by the fact that 
respondents judged their work to be significantly more 
important than (a) either compensation and security, .t.(482)= 
' 11.72, n <.0002, one-tailed or (b) agency policies, .t.(511)= 
16.47, n <.0002, one-tailed. In addition, respondents also 
judged the recognition of their work to be significantly more 
important than either compensation and security, .t. (489) = 9. 70, 
n < .0002, one-tailed, or agency policies, .t.(518)= 13.37, n 
<.0002, one-tailed. Incidentally, respondents working with 
low functioning clients rated the motivator components of a 
job as being more important than did respondents working with 
higher functioning clients, F ( 1, 313) = 4. 9 6 I 2 <. 02. 
Apparently, those respondents working with difficult 
populations place more emphasis on the intrinsic and 
motivational qualities of a job than do those working with 
less difficult populations. 
As indicated in Table 4, the mean scores (range = 1-5) 
for each of the satisfaction dimensions suggest that this 
sample of CILA employees experiences moderate job satisfaction 
(X range = 3.09 3.99). On average, respondents are 
significantly more satisfied with hygiene items than with 
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motivator items, t(311)= 3.02, p <.006, one-tailed. In terms 
of the empirical dimensions, respondents were most satisfied 
with agency benefits, followed by their value as a worker, 
agency polices, and the external rewards that are associated 
with their jobs. A series of one-tailed t-tests revealed that 
the differences in the relative ratings among all of these 
dimensions were significant at the p <.0002 level. 
There is, however, a discrepancy between what respondents 
find important in a job and how satisfied they are in their 
current job. This discrepancy is best summarized by comparing 
importance and satisfaction ratings for the hygiene and 
motivator dimensions. This comparison reveals that there is 
a significant discrepancy between ratings of importance and 
ratings of satisfaction for both the hygiene, b(326)=11.32, £ 
<.0002, one-tailed, and the motivator, b(477)=22.09, £ <.0002, 
one-tailed, components of a job. This suggests that there is 
definitely room for improvement to try and make respondents 
more satisfied with the job components they value. 
Hypothesis Testing 
Correlates of Job Satisfaction 
Type of Clientele 
It was predicted that employees working with low 
functioning clients would have a lower level of job 
satisfaction than employees working with higher functioning 
clients. Although results of a multivariate analysis of 
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variance (MANOVA) showed that the overall mean differences 
between these two groups did not reach conventional levels of 
statistical significance on any of the satisfaction scales, 
the univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) revealed a few 
definite trends that are consistent with the hypothesis. 
Specifically, employees working with high functioning clients 
were marginally more satisfied with agency policies 
.E(l,236)=3.32, p <.07, external rewards, ,E(l,282)=2.83, 12 
<.09, and hygiene factors, F(l,211)=3.39, l2 <.06, than 
employees working with low functioning clients. These trends 
suggest that people working with low functioning clients tend 
to feel they should be better compensated for their efforts. 
Given the many needs of dually diagnosed individuals, it 
was hypothesized that employees working with dually diagnosed 
clients would have a lower level of job satisfaction than 
employees working with developmentally disabled or mentally 
ill clients. A MANOVA performed on respondents' satisfaction 
ratings revealed an overall effect of diagnosis, multivariate 
E.(6,168)= 4.38, 12 <.0001. The results of univariate ANOVAs 
further revealed that respondents' satisfaction levels 
differed for agency policies, F(2,236)=5.97, 12 <.003, and 
hygiene factors, E.(2,211)=3.94, l2 <.02. Follow-up planned 
orthogonal contrasts revealed that respondents who were 
working with either developmentally disabled or dually 
diagnosed clients were less satisfied with agency policies and 
hygiene factors than respondents who were working with 
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mentally ill clients, all p's <.01. Apparently, working with 
developmentally disabled clients can be as demanding as 
working with dually diagnosed clients. Accordingly, employees 
working with these more demanding groups of clients feel that 
they are not being adequately compensated for their work. 
Amount of Client Contact 
It was hypothesized that the more contact an employee has 
with clients on a daily basis, the lower would be the 
employee's job satisfaction. Amount of client contact was 
operationalized in terms of job grouping. That is, based on 
the job activities survey, it appears that client contact 
decreases as one moves up the organizational hierarchy. 
Accordingly, direct care staff were expected to have the 
greatest amount of client contact, followed by supervisory 
personnel, and then managerial personnel. Al though mean 
differences among these three job groups did not reach 
statistical significance on any of the satisfaction scales, 
they were all in the expected direction. That is, the less 
contact respondents had with clients the more satisfied they 
were, with managerial personnel always reporting the highest 
degree of satisfaction. However, the relatively small 
differences in satisfaction between the three job groups 
suggests that the amount of time respondents spend with 
clients does not have a large impact on the degree to which 
they are satisfied with their jobs. 
It was also postulated that employees whose jobs require 
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daily direct contact with low functioning clients would have 
a lower level of job satisfaction than employees who have 
minimal contact with low functioning clients. However, this 
supposed negative experience associated with spending more 
time with low functioning clients did not show up in this 
sample. Rather the data seem to parallel what was stated 
earlier. That is, working with low functioning clients makes 
respondents slightly less satisfied than working with high 
functioning clients. Furthermore, this trend seems to hold 
irrespective of the amount of time spent with either group. 
Philosophical Underpinnings 
As mentioned earlier, with the initiation of the CILA 
program in an agency is supposed to come the shift to a 
client-driven, integrative approach toward service delivery. 
However, if an agency does not alter its method of service 
delivery to fit the CILA model, employees may become 
frustrated by this discrepancy between word and deed. 
Accordingly, it was hypothesized that respondents who perceive 
that their agency is following the basic tenants of the CILA 
philosophy will be more satisfied than respondents who 
perceive that their agency is not. Moreover, the increase in 
satisfaction expected when respondents perceive the philosophy 
is being followed should be the greatest for the motivational 
or intrinsic components of job satisfaction. 
First, it should be noted that all respondents appeared 
to have a good understanding of the values and principles 
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underlying the CILA program, based on their ability to 
correctly identify which of a series of statements were 
consistent with the CILA philosophy. Hierarchical multiple 
regression analyses were used to evaluate the contribution of 
respondents' perceptions of the extent to which the CILA 
philosophy was being followed by their agencies in explaining 
job satisfaction. The independent measures used were the 
three philosophy subscales. Discussed below are the two 
philosophy subscales that achieved statistical significance: 
daily activity opportunity and service rights. Significance 
of the results was determined with the hierarchical E-test. 
As shown in Table s, all of the satisfaction scales 
showed statistically significant relationships (J2' s <. 001) 
with both of the philosophy subscales. The beta values from 
these multiple regressions indicate that the influence of 
respondents' perceptions regarding the CILA philosophy on job 
satisfaction was in the hypothesized direction. That is, the 
greater the extent to which respondents perceived the CILA 
philosophy was being followed by their agencies, the more 
satisfied they were. 
It was further hypothesized that this increase in 
satisfaction would be the greatest for the motivational or 
intrinsic components of the job. In order to test this 
hypothesis directly, Ming, Rosenthal, and Rubin's (1992) tests 
for correlated correlation coefficients were utilized. Two 
specific sets of hypotheses were tested. The first set 
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involved the empirically derived satisfaction scales, and the 
second set involved the conceptually-based Herzbergian 
satisfaction scales. 
Table s 








Scales Partial Rz Beta Partial R2 Beta 
(Dependent Variable) 
Value as a Worker .18* .41 .23* .47 
Policies .04* .20 .06* .24 
Benefits .10* .31 .11* .33 
External Rewards .08* .28 .13* .35 
Hygienes .14* .36 .20* .44 
Motivators .18* .42 .24* .48 
* p .$_. 001 
their agencies, the more satisfied they were. 
It was further hypothesized that this increase in 
satisfaction would be the greatest for the motivational or 
intrinsic components of the job. In order to test this 
hypothesis directly, Ming, Rosenthal, and Rubin's (1992) tests 
for correlated correlation coefficients were utilized. Two 
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specific sets of hypotheses were tested. The first set 
involved the empirically derived satisfaction scales, and the 
second set involved the conceptually-based Herzbergian 
satisfaction scales. 
With regard to the empirically derived satisfaction 
scales, it was predicted that the value as a worker scale 
would correlate· more strongly with both of the philosophy 
subscales (i.e., activity opportunities, service rights) than 
would the polices, benefits, or external reward scales. For 
the conceptually-based scales, it was predicted that the 
motivator scale would correlate more strongly with the two 
philosophy subscales than would the hygiene scale. 
The first set of hypotheses involving the empirically 
derived satisfaction scales was tested using Ming et al.'s 
(1992) test for contrasting correlated correlation 
coefficients. The resulting Z-statistic indicated that the 
obtained pattern of results was in the predicted direction for 
both the activity opportunity, Z(391)= 2.61, n, <.005 (one-
tailed), and the service rights, Z(391)= 3.21, n <.001 (one-
tailed), philosophy subscales. Thus, the intrinsic value as 
' 
a worker scale correlated more strongly with both philosophy 
subscales than did the other three extrinsically oriented 
satisfaction scales. 
The second set of hypotheses involving the conceptually-
based Herzbergian satisfaction scales was tested using Ming et 
al.'s (1992) test for comparing two correlated correlation 
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coefficients. Contrary to prediction, however, the motivator 
scale did not correlate more strongly than the hygiene scale 
with either the activity opportunity, Z(391)= .57, n.s., or 
the service rights, Z(391)= .90, n.s., philosophy subscales. 
Overall, these results provide mixed support for the 
hypothesis that perceived agency compliance with the CILA 
philosophy increases intrinsic job satisfaction to a greater 
extent than it increases extrinsic job satisfaction. The 
empirically derived satisfaction scales show this predicted 
relationship, whereas the conceptually based Herzbergian 
scales do not. 
With regards to the CILA philosophy, it was also 
predicted that the more direct contact an employee has with 
the clients, the less he or she will perceive the philosophy 
is being followed. Here again, amount of client contact was 
operationalized in terms of job groupings. An ANOVA performed 
on the philosophy ratings showed a main effect for job 
grouping on the negative items scale, ~(2,412)=4.23, n <.01, 
and on the service rights scale ~(2,422)=3.24, n <.04. 
Follow-up planned orthogonal contrasts revealed that the more 
-
contact respondents had with clients, the less they perceived 
the philosophy was being followed <n's <.05). Evidently, one 
shifts toward the perception of greater agency commitment to 
the CILA philosophy as one move up the agency hierarchy. 
Attitudes Toward Clients 
Due to a printing error, only 255 of the returned surveys 
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had the correct scale anchors in the instructions to the CILA 
staff attitudes questionnaire. There were significant 
differences on four of the attitude scales between the group 
of CILA staff who returned correctly printed questionnaires 
and those who returned misprinted ones, multivariate 
f'. ( 6, 419) =12. 76, g_ <. 001. Therefore, only the group that 
returned corrected questionnaires (N=255) was used in further 
analyses. 
It was hypothesized that respondents who work primarily 
with low functioning clients would endorse attitudes 
representative of a progressive approach to treating disabled 
individuals less than would respondents who work primarily 
with high functioning clients. An ANOVA performed on 
respondents' attitude ratings showed a main effect for 
clients' level of functioning for the normalization scale, 
F(l,208)=10.50, g_ <.001. This suggests that the idea of 
normal community participation is tempered by the client's 
level of functioning. Although main effects for clients' 
level of functioning were no.t found for any of the other 
attitude scales, the mean differences in all cases were in the 
expected direction. That is, respondents working primarily 
with low functioning clients tended to endorse attitudes 
reflective of the CILA mandate less than did those working 
with higher functioning clients. 
It was also thought that respondents who endorse 
attitudes representative of a progressive approach to· treating 
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disabled individuals would have a higher level of job 
satisfaction than those who do not endorse more progress 
attitudes. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were 
used to evaluate the contribution of respondents' attitudes in 
explaining job satisfaction. Here again, significance of the 
results was determined with the hierarchical f:-test. However, 
the adjusted R-squareds did not reach statistical significance 
for any of the attitude scales. Thus, it appears that job 
satisfaction for these respondents is not strongly linked to 
having attitudes which coincide with the more recent trends in 
the treatment of disabled individuals. 
Demographic Information 
Length of Service 
It was hypothesized that the longer respondents had 
worked in the field of mental health and rehabilitation, the 
more satisfied they would be with their job. However, no 
significant correlations were found between the length of time 
respondents reported working in the field and their 
satisfaction ratings. This finding may have resulted from the 
relatively short time the average respondent reported working 
in the field of mental health and rehabilitation. 
Education 
It was hypothesized that individuals with more education 
than their job required would have a lower level of job 
satisfaction than individuals who did not exceed the 
educational requirements of their job. In the present study, 
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this hypothesis could be tested most accurately with the 
direct care workers. The specific educational requirements 
for a direct care worker are a high school diploma or the 
equivalent. Hence, those direct care workers who have 
attained a college degree would have more schooling than their 
job requires; therefore, they should be less satisfied than 
those direct care workers who hold only a high school degree. 
A MANOVA performed on direct care workers' satisfaction 
ratings revealed an overall effect for education, multivariate 
F(6,125)=2.08, n <.05. Follow-up univariate ANOVAs showed a 
main effect for education for one's feeling of value as a 
worker,E(l,225)=8.24, J2<.004, agency benefits, F(l,232)=5.18, 
n <.02, and hygiene factors, ,E(l,157)=4.07, n <.05. Since the 
education variable was a dichotomy, the mean satisfaction 
ratings of direct care workers with and without a college 
degree could be visually compared, to interpret the main 
effect. This direct inspection of the means revealed that 
direct care workers with only a high school diploma or the 
equivalent were more satisfied than direct care workers who 
earned a degree beyond high school. Trends in the expected 
direction for the agency policies I E (1, 1 79) =3. 01, n <. 08 I 
external rewards, F(l,207)=2.85, n <.09, and motivator, 
.E (1, 206) =3 .17, l2 <. 07, scales provide further support for this 
hypothesis. 
A MANOVA performed on the satisfaction ratings for all 
workers regardless of their position, also revealed an overall 
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main effect for education, multivariate F(6,276)=2.45, n 
<.025. Follow-up univariate ANOVAs showed effects for the 
external rewards, E(l,416)=7.43, n <.007, hygiene, 
E(l,309)=6.33, n <.01, and motivator, E(l,448)=10.78, n <.001 
scales. A direct inspection of the means revealed that 
respondents without a college degree were more satisfied with 
the external rewards they receive, and with the hygiene and 
motivator components of their jobs, than respondents with a 
college degree. 
Income 
It was predicted that the higher respondents' annual 
income, the more satisfied they would be. 
ANOVAs with polynomial contrasts were 
A series of one-way 
performed on the 
respondents' satisfaction ratings in order to examine the 
linear and curvilinear trend components of the main effect of 
income. Contrary to prediction, there was no significant 
linear relationship between income and satisfaction. That is, 
respondents did not become increasingly more satisfied as 
their annual income increased. Rather, the quadratic term of 
the main effect of income was significant for the value as a 
worker, E(4,475)=4.54, <.03, - external rewards 
E(4,420)=10.09, n <.002, and motivator, E(4,444)=9.68, n <.002 
satisfaction scales, indicating a curvilinear relationship 
between income and satisfaction for these three scales. Post-
hoc Duncan tests further revealed that as respondents' income 
increased, they were more satisfied on the value as a worker, 
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external rewards, and motivator scales, R's ~.05. However, 
respondents who were earning an annual income which fell in 
the middle of the income continuum were significantly less 
satisfied on all three of the scales, R ~.05 (Duncan). 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to examine job satisfaction 
among the employees of Illinois' Community Integrated Living 
Arrangements (CILA) program, which is representative of the 
most recent trends in residential care for disabled 
individuals. 
Meaning of Job Satisfaction 
Overall job satisfaction among the CILA employees was 
found to be moderately high. The mean results of the 
satisfaction scales for the entire sample support findings of 
other researchers (Oberlander, 1990; Jerrell, 1983; Perlman, 
Hartman, & Bosak, 1984; Webb et al., 1980) that community-
based mental health and rehabilitation service providers 
generally are satisfied with their work. These recent 
results, however, run counter , to the view of satisfaction 
among community-based mental health workers which prevailed in 
the 1970s. This earlier research suggested that, on average, 
community-based mental health service providers were 
relatively dissatisfied with their jobs. The dissatisfaction 
was presumed to result from the ambiguity surrounding the 
expectations and job functions present in community mental 
health centers at that time (Sarason, 1977) . Jerrell (1983) 
and Oberlander (1990) have suggested that as community mental 
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health centers matured and became more consistent in their 
approach to service delivery, service providers were able to 
develop more refined role expectations which were more 
congruous with their actual job functions. 
The CILA program, which evolved out of the community 
mental health movement, is relatively new and still undergoing 
changes. While the results of this study suggest that 
dissatisfaction is not a pervasive problem among CILA staff 
members, their level of work satisfaction only approaches 
moderate levels. This moderate level of satisfaction suggests 
that it might be useful to try and identify salient factors 
that workers find important in a job. 
extrinsic and intrinsic components 
Such an analysis of the 
of a job will yield 
information useful to agencies interested in manipulating 
variables that have the greatest likelihood of producing 
changes in employee satisfaction. 
Herzberg (1966) emphasized that strategies to improve job 
satisfaction should be directed at motivator rather than 
hygiene factors. The resul.ts of the present study are 
consistent with Herzberg's position. Overall, CILA employees 
rated the motivator factors of a job as more important than 
the hygiene factors. Furthermore, CILA staff placed the 
greatest importance upon the nature and recognition of their 
work. These findings suggest that, if agencies want to 
improve their employees' level of satisfaction and reduce 
possible costly turnover, they should concentrate on enhancing 
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the motivator or intrinsic components of their employees' 
jobs. 
The components of a job which would enhance an employee's 
intrinsic satisfaction can often be introduced into an agency 
with little cost. An agency, for example, could implement an 
"employee of the month" program, provide employees with more 
responsibility and independence in decision making when 
appropriate, or develop a system by which positive feedback is 
regularly given to employees (Balcazar, & Keys, 1991). 
Overall the nature of job satisfaction as defined by CILA 
employees lends some credence to Herzberg's two-factor model. 
According to Herzberg, two separate and distinct dimensions 
may be used to describe job satisfaction: (1) hygiene 
(extrinsic) factors and (2) motivator (intrinsic) factors. 
Although factor analysis of employee responses to the job 
incentives evaluation did not yield these two sets of factors, 
the two did remain separate and distinct. That is, each 
dimension which emerged from the factor analysis was composed 
of items representative of · either hygiene or motivator 
factors, with no substantial overlap between the two. 
' 
Furthermore, when the hygiene and motivator items were grouped 
into two separate scales the resulting reliabilities were 
moderate to high, indicating a good deal of internal 
consistency among the respective items. However, since the 
motivator and hygiene factors were moderately correlated with 
one another, they are not completely independent fact·ors. The 
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overall pattern of these data suggest that a weaker version of 
Herzberg's theory may be operating. That is, for the most 
part, hygiene and motivator factors represent distinct 
features of a job, however, there may be some degree of 
interrelationship between the two. 
These results represent only the first step in the 
process of testing Herzberg' s theory in a human service 
setting. While the present results do provide some support 
for the distinction between the hygiene and motivator 
components of a job, they are unable to support or reject 
Herzberg's contention that motivators contribute more to job 
satisfaction than hygiene factors do. An independent measure 
of overall job satisfaction is needed to test this postulate 
of Herzberg's. On the whole, however, these results suggest 
that Herzberg's (1966) model of job satisfaction may prove 
useful in examining the incentives and disincentives that 
conununity-based service providers find in their jobs. 
Correlates of Job Satisfaction 
In addition to attempting to understand the meaning of 
job satisfaction for CILA employees, job and individual 
characteristics that seem most closely associated with work 
satisfaction were also investigated. 
Philosophical Underpinnings 
The most intriguing set of findings discovered in this 
investigation concern the philosophy underlying the CILA 
program. The initiation of the CILA program in an agency is 
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supposed to be accompanied by a shift to a client-driven, 
integrative approach toward service delivery. The present 
results suggest that the greater the extent to which CILA 
employees perceive the CILA philosophy is being followed by 
their agencies, the more satisfied they are. This 
relationship between satisfaction and philosophy is probably 
due to the greater correspondence employees perceive between 
word and deed when the CILA philosophy is being followed by 
their agency. That is, since the philosophy underlying the 
CILA program is supposed to provide the framework which 
directs employees actions on the job, the more employees feel 
that their agencies support their efforts to utilize the 
philosophy, the more satisfied they feel. 
Moreover, there seems to be at least some evidence which 
suggests that CILA employees derive greater intrinsic 
satisfaction from their jobs when they perceive that the 
agencies they work for are committed to the philosophy which 
guides their actions on the job. Apparently, agency 
commitment to the CILA philosqphy serves as a motivating or 
energizing force which positively affects work-related 
satisfaction. Finding ways to motivate'employees is a growing 
concern of human service organizations (Alpander, 1990). 
Employee's motivation to work may be improved through 
intrinsic job satisfaction. That is, employees who derive 
satisfaction from the basic content of their job may be more 
easily motivated to do their job and do it well. 
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In a time when extrinsic resources are scarce, employers 
may need to rely more heavily on intrinsic factors to attract 
and maintain a productive workforce. This is especially true 
in community-based human service programs where salary and 
benefits are typically low. Thus, the link observed here 
between agency commitment to carrying out its underlying 
philosophy and improved intrinsic job satisfaction represents 
a connection from which agency management may derive benefits 
if it is made properly. 
With regards to CILA philosophy, it was also found that 
the more contact employees had with clients, the less they 
perceived the philosophy was being followed by their agency. 
Apparently, as one moves up the agency hierarchy, there is a 
shift towards the perception of greater agency commitment to 
the CILA philosophy. This shift may be the result of either 
disillusionment on the part of employees lower-down in the 
agency who have encountered difficulties in actually trying to 
implement the CILA philosophy, or politically-motivated 
misrepresentation by top manag.ement of the degree to which the 
agency follows the philosophy. The present data can neither 
confirm nor reject either possibility. 
Regardless of the reason why with increasing client 
contact employees perceive the CILA philosophy is being 
followed to a lesser degree, the implications are both clear 
and disturbing. For the CILA program to become more than a 
nice idea on paper, the philosophy it is based upon must be 
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translated into concrete actions implemented by staff during 
service delivery. Effectively making this translation is 
particularly important for the employees who have the most 
daily contact with the clients. These employees have more 
opportunities to foster within clients a sense of 
independence, choice, productivity, and overall empowerment. 
The present results, however, suggest that these opportunities 
are perhaps being missed. That is, the workers who have the 
most contact with and influence upon the clients' daily life 
are the least likely to agree that their agency is 
implementing the CILA philosophy sufficiently. Apparently, 
the "paper-to-practice" translation of the values and 
principles which constitute the CILA philosophy is not being 
made at the crucial point of service exchange between client 
and staff. In order to properly address this discrepancy 
between word and deed, we need to determine whether the 
implementation of the CILA mandate is not feasible with some 
client populations or whether agencies need to become more 
diligent in their attempts to actually apply the CILA mandate 
to their daily interactions with clients. The former issue 
may be addressed by conducting a series df feasibility studies 
which would deal with issues surrounding the limits of service 
delivery to and community integration of disabled individuals. 
Studies of this type might help to clarify what variety and 
level of services are efficacious, yet practical, in agencies 
operating under the CILA mandate. The latter issue dealing 
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with agency compliance is more difficult to address. Agencies 
would most likely be unwilling to undergo a compliance 
evaluation unless complete confidentiality and protection from 
reprisal could be granted. For such a sensitive evaluation to 
yield accurate results, it may need to be undertaken without 
staff knowledge. This type of uninformed evaluation, however, 
inevitably gives rise- to a host of ethical dilemmas. Whatever 
methodological approach is chosen, the origins of the 
differing perceptions along the organizational hierarchy 
concerning implementation of the CILA philosophy should be 
further investigated. 
Attitude Toward Clients 
Although the degree to which agencies adhere to the CILA 
philosophy seems to influence employees' job satisfaction, the 
particular attitudes employees' endorse regarding the recent 
trends in services and living arrangements for disabled 
individuals do not appear to have the same degree of influence 
on employees' satisfaction levels. The present data do not 
support the hypothesis that employees who endorse attitudes 
representative of more recent thinking about the treatment of 
disabled individuals should have a higher level of job 
satisfaction than those who do not endorse more progressive 
treatment attitudes. In contrast, the present data indicate 
that job satisfaction among CILA employees is not contingent 
upon having attitudes which coincide with the more recent 
approaches to the treatment of disabled persons. 
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There are at least two explanations for this discrepancy. 
The first is methodological. Due to a printing error, only 
255 of the 559 returned surveys had the correct scale anchors 
in the instructions to the CILA staff attitudes questionnaire. 
As a result, it is possible that the findings obtained based 
on the responses from the 255 correctly printed questionnaires 
did not tell the whole story. That is, had the findings been 
based upon responses from all of the surveys, the hypothesis 
may have been supported. 
The more probable reason for the present results is that 
selection and experience may have neutralized the effect of 
attitudes on work-related satisfaction. That is, people who 
apply to become CILA staff, to a large extent, may be more 
positively inclined towards persons with disabilities. 
Furthermore, their experiences on the job may have a positive 
influence on their perception of disabled individuals. The 
combined effect of both selection and experience probably 
account for the support of progressive treatment attitudes 
exhibited by most of the respqndents. 
Thus, it is not the attitudes that employees hold 
regarding the progressive treatment of disabled individuals 
that influences satisfaction per se. Rather it is the extent 
to which their behavior is able to coincide with those 
attitudes when performing their jobs. The latter point is 
somewhat supported by the finding that the greater the extent 
to which employees perceive the CILA philosophy, which 
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advocates the progressive treatment approach to serving 
disabled individuals, is being followed by their agencies, the 
more satisfied they are. 
Type of Clientele 
While attitudes per se do not appear to mediate job 
satisfaction levels, the type of client an employee works with 
does seem to mediate both job satisfaction and treatment-
related attitudes. The present data suggest that CILA staff 
members working with low functioning clients experience 
relatively lower levels of satisfaction than staff members who 
work with higher functioning clients. In addition, employees 
working with developmentally disabled or dually diagnosed 
clients experience relatively lower levels of job satisfaction 
than employees who work with mentally ill clients. Thus, the 
most demanding client populations to work with appear to be 
clients who function at a low level regardless of their 
specific diagnosis, and clients who are diagnosed as either 
developmentally disabled or dually diagnosed. The demanding 
nature of the work associated with these particular client 
populations may explain why employees working with these 
clients tended to endorse attitudes reflective of the CILA 
mandate to a lesser degree than did those employees working 
with less demanding client populations. Apparently, spending 
time serving demanding clients leads employees to hold more 
conservative attitudes regarding their clients abilities. 
Overall, employees working with these demanding client 
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populations seem to feel that they are not being adequately 
compensated for their efforts. 
Based on earlier theories of job dissatisfaction 
(Sarason, 1977) , these results may be due to gaps in training 
and the lack of role clarity for employees working with these 
demanding groups of clients. That is, staff members working 
with such populations may still be developing norms and 
resolving paradoxes involved with treating these groups 
according to the CILA philosophy (e.g., trying to integrate 
the clients into the community; actively involving the clients 
in choosing their service plans; allowing the clients to 
participate in daily activities, such as keeping a checkbook) . 
Furthermore, many agencies are limited in the time and 
training resources they are able to devote to developing 
specialized services for difficult client populations. 
Consequently, employees working with such demanding groups of 
clients are more likely to experience role confusion and to 
feel as if they are not being adequately supported in their 
efforts on the job. 
One possible approach for increasing satisfaction among 
this group of employees would be to include in staff meetings 
a regular discussion of the difficulties and paradoxes 
involved in serving demanding client populations and their 
influence upon the employees. If resources permit, an agency 
could design an inservice training program specifically 
targeted at orienting staff members to their role as care 
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givers to a demanding client population. Furthermore, social 
psychological theory and research suggest that a sense of 
competence and mastery is a critical element for successful 
coping and adaptation under ambiguous and confusing conditions 
(Bandura, 1982; Lazarus, & Folkman, 1984; Rutter, 1987). Thus, 
trying to foster a sense of competence and mastery in staff 
-members may help them better adjust to the conflicting demands 
of their jobs, and may in the process increase their 
satisfaction level. 
Amount of Client Contact 
Not only was type of clientele hypothesized to influence 
job satisfaction, but the amount of contact employees have 
with clients was also hypothesized to influence job 
satisfaction. The present results, on the contrary, do not 
support the hypothesis that higher client contact should be 
associated with lower job satisfaction. The present data, 
however, indicated that the amount of contact employees have 
with clients does not have a large impact on the degree to 
which they are satisfied with ·their jobs. This discrepancy 
may be the result of the way in which . "client contact" was 
determined. That is, CILA staff were separated into high, 
medium, and low contact groups based on the type of activities 
they reported to be most important for the successful 
completion of their job. Thus, the determination of the 
amount of contact an employee has with clients was completely 
dependent upon how the employee prioritized his or her work 
activities. 
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An employee who may have had a good deal of 
contact with clients but did not rate the job activities which 
involved contact as important may have been classified into 
the wrong group. The amount of contact an employee has with 
clients may be more accurately measured by either direct 
observation of an employee over a period of time, or by an 
examination of the activitief? log which employees in many 
agencies were required to complete on a daily basis. 
Demographic Characteristics 
In addition to the influence of job-related 
characteristics on work satisfaction, the influence on 
individual characteristics was also examined. 
The observed negative relationship between level of 
education and level of job satisfaction for direct care 
workers is worthy of further exploration. The adverse effect 
of surplus education on job satisfaction may have resulted 
from either unfulfilled expectations or from underutilized 
skills. The present data can neither confirm nor reject 
either possibility. A recent study, however, found that 
overeducated workers were more dissatisfied with their jobs 
even when the extrinsic and intrinsic rewards of jobs and the 
value workers' placed on these rewards were controlled for 
(Martin, & Shehan, 1989). This finding suggests that 
underutilized skills rather than unfulfilled expectations 
adversely affect worker satisfaction. Additional research is 
needed to be conducted to further clarify these results. 
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Clarification of this issue is important for several 
reasons. First, workers suffer when placed in jobs where 
their educational skills are not fully utilized. Secondly, 
employers may suffer since dissatisfied workers are more 
likely to quit. Turnover is costly because employers lose 
their investment in employee training and because they must 
channel additional resources into hiring replacement workers 
(Tsang, Rumberger, & Levin, 1991). Finally, high turnover 
rates among direct care workers may have a negative impact on 
clients. That is, clients may find it difficult to build 
relationships with staff members if there is always someone 
new helping them. 
This issue of turnover is particularly relevant to CILA 
direct care staff. Interviews with CILA staff of all levels 
revealed that turnover among direct care workers is 
problematic in many agencies. The present results suggest 
that surplus schooling may be one of the factors which produce 
dissatisfaction and subsequent turnover among direct care 
staff. Agencies may benefit if .they can reform the work place 
to better utilize workers' education. Such reforms may 
include the redesign of jobs to augment their skill 
requirements (Davis, & Taylor, 1982) or the creation of 
independent work groups to allow workers more responsibility 
(Susman, 1976). 
Employees' income level was another individual 
characteristic that influenced job satisfaction. Contrary to 
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prediction, not all employees become increasingly more 
satisfied as their annual income increased. Apparently, as 
the income of the average employee increased, he or she felt 
more valued as a worker, and became more satisfied with the 
external rewards provided by the agency as well as the 
motivational components of his or her job. This finding is 
not surprising considering that previous research has found 
that, at least for some, wages may function as a source of 
satisfaction in the workplace (Locke, 1976) . 
However, the negative relationship found between income 
and job satisfaction for those employees earning an annual 
salary in the middle of the income continuum was surprising. 
Evidently, these employees felt less valued as a worker and 
were less satisfied with the external rewards and the 
motivational components of their jobs, than employees earning 
comparably less or more a year. Future research is needed to 
determine whether this finding represents a meaningful 
systematic pattern in the data or if it is simply the result 
of chance. 
Finally, the present data failed to support the 
hypothesis that the longer a CILA employee had worked in the 
field of mental health and developmental disabilities, the 
more satisfied they would be with their job. Previous 
research suggests that opting to remain in a certain area of 
work for a long period of time could be an indication of 
psychological commitment which may enhance an individual's 
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level of job satisfaction (Jerrell, 1983). The positively 
skewed distribution of the length of time CILA employees 
reported working in the field of mental health and 
developmental disabilities probably accounts for why this 
positive relationship between job satisfaction and tenure in 
the field was not found with the present data. The average 
CILA employee has been working in the area of mental health 
and developmental disabilities for only three years. This 
period of time is probably too short to expect workers to have 
developed the kind of psychological commitment to the field 
which would lead to an increased level of job satisfaction. 
In summary, the present research has determined that 
employees of Illinois' Community Integrated Living 
Arrangements program are moderately satisfied with their jobs. 
In accordance with Herzberg's two-factor theory of job 
satisfaction, employees rated the motivator factors of a job 
to be more important than the hygiene factors. Therefore, if 
agencies operating under the CILA mandate want to improve 
their employees' level of work satisfaction, they should 
concentrate on enhancing the motivational or intrinsic 
components of their employees' jobs. Perceptions of agency 
compliance with the CILA philosophy, type of clientele served, 
and level of education and income were among the job and 
individual characteristics found to correlate with an 
employee's level of job satisfaction. Employee attitudes 
toward clients, amount of client contact, and length of time 
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employed in the field of mental health and developmental 
disabilities, however, were not found to be significantly 
related to an employee's level of job satisfaction. 
Limitations of the Present Research 
There are several points to keep in mind when looking at 
this research. First, the generality of these findings 
concerning job satisfaction and its correlates for CILA 
employees is limited because they are based on data from only 
one type of program operating in only one state. The CILA 
program is representative of many types of community-based 
mental health and rehabilitation programs, and the study 
sample was relatively large and diverse, drawn from many 
different organizational sites and geographic areas within 
Illinois. However, any one state community-based mental 
health program could differ from other state programs in ways 
that might bias the findings. Thus, the results reported here 
must be considered tentative until replicated with other 
samples drawn from other community-based mental health and 
rehabilitation programs. 
A second limitation of the present study is that its 
correlational focus does not allow any' specific cause-and-
effect inferences to be drawn between job satisfaction and 
individual and job characteristics. As Jerrell (1983) pointed 
out, job satisfaction is a complex phenomena, dependent on 
many values and expectations that are often difficult to 
specify a priori or to track quantitatively. Despite this 
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limitation, the present study does identify areas, such as 
organizational philosophy and client diagnosis, which may be 
fruitfully pursued by alternate methods in an attempt to 
develop a better understanding of job satisfaction. 
One final limitation of the present study concerns the 
measure of job satisfaction that was used. The Job 
Descriptive Index (Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969) is one of 
the most widely used measures of job satisfaction in the 
literature. However, due to the limited applicability of this 
measure with respect to human service organizations, a 
modified job satisfaction instrument was developed for use in 
this study. The development of the Job Incentives Evaluation 
(JIE) was based on a careful reading of the job satisfaction 
literature and the structure of the CILA program. Because the 
JIE is a brand new measure, the results of this study are not 
directly comparable to the majority of job satisfaction 
studies which use the more standard measures of job 
satisfaction. Although some useful comparative information 
may have been lost, the JIE appears to be a promising measure 
of satisfaction for human service employees. 
Directions for Future Research 
Through its examination of both the meaning and the 
correlates of job satisfaction among community-based mental 
health and rehabilitation workers, this research has added one 
more piece to the puzzle of job satisfaction. There are 
several directions this research might take in the future. 
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First, the findings related to CILA philosophy could be 
further pursued in at least two ways. In general, researchers 
should see if the relationship found between the perception of 
an organization's commitment to its underlying philosophy and 
intrinsic job satisfaction can be replicated in other 
settings. Organizations benefit when their workers are 
"turned-on" intrinsically to their job. Consequently, any 
clue which suggests how the "on" switch might be activated 
deserves further consideration. 
Within the CILA program, future research should 
concentrate on determining the reasons behind the differing 
perceptions found as one moves up the agency hierarchy 
regarding agency compliance to the principles of the CILA 
philosophy. One important initial step that should be taken 
to settle this issue is to conduct feasibility studies. That 
is, any possible implementation difficulties, such as certain 
types of client population, agency size and location, should 
be investigated in order to clarify what variety and level of 
services are efficacious, yet practical, in agencies operating 
under the CILA mandate. Furthermore, future research 
endeavors should include the perceptions of clients and their 
families regarding agency compliance with the CILA philosophy. 
After all, the CILA philosophy was designed to enhance the 
physical and emotional well-being of the client. 
The causal factors underlying the adverse effect of 
surplus education on the level of job satisfaction experience 
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by direct care workers should also be investigated. Future 
research projects should try and better determine whether 
surplus education results in- job dissatisfaction because 
direct care workers' expectations are unfulfilled, because 
their skills are underutilized, or because of some combination 
of both. Current research indicates that individuals, to a 
large extent, seek out organizations that allow for maximum 
utilization of their skills and abilities (Alpander, 1990). 
If this is the case, then CILA agencies should use and reward 
the skills and abilities direct care workers bring to the job, 
in order to prevent high quality workers from leaving the 
field. Researchers could assist agencies in achieving this 
goal by designing and evaluating job enrichment programs aimed 
at allowing direct care workers the opportunity to develop and 
utilize a variety of skills and talents. 
Finally, in terms of methodology, future research 
projects should expand their data collection efforts beyond 
survey instruments. Although time consuming and often 
expensive, case studies, in-depth interviews, and behavioral 
observation methods represent ways in which survey data can be 
invaluably enriched. 
In summary, the present research has furthered our 
understanding of the complex phenomena of job satisfaction 
within a community work setting. The community-based system 
is becoming the preferred method for treating disabled 
individuals (Department of Mental Health, 1990) . The 
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provision of services intended to promote personal choice, 
independence in daily living, economic self-sufficiency, and 
community integration for persons with mental and 
developmental disabilities is a labor intensive process 
requiring competent workers dedicated to improving the quality 
of life of disabled people (Bordieri & Peterson, 1988). 
Consequently, the satisfaction of service providers is an 
important factor for agencies to consider in their efforts to 
maintain a relatively stable and productive workforce. 
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In the following seed.on you vill be rating various job aetivit:.ie.s on t:wo 
aeparat:a sc:..&l.es. Look at: a&eh aed.vicy and d&c:id.a 1£ you per£orm it: &.S pa.ri:: of 
yow: job or not:. If you do, rat:.a it: on each of eha t:vo ac:..&l.as provided. If you 
do no~ per!oQ tbe task as part: of your job plaa.s• eil:cla Not: Applic.able (N.A..) 
'Iha first: seal.a asks you co ::at:a the accivicy on it:s i.m:port:.a=• co doing you:r 
job suecassfu.lly. It: miry help you co consider th• con.seqaanc:as of not: per£ormi.ng 
the acd.vicy: A severe conaequanca indic.&t:.as an acd.vicy th.at: is very 1.l::po~t:; 
vb.ila lit:t:la or no eousaqu.ence indic.&t:a& & lass i.m:po-r=t: acd.vicy. 'Iha second 
sc.&l• asks you co rat:a t:ha acd.vicy on cha exc.ent: co vb.ich you th.ink c:Uning 
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t:he mmrhar, for~ sc:..&l.a, vbich iaost: closely reflec:t:s your rat:ing. Please r&t:a 
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in me.al. prsparad.on. 
Asai.st: C!I.A. reeip:Lant:s 
in rasolvi."lg co'Cl:'"1ic::s. 
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Feed CII.A rec:ipient:s 
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9. Assise CIIA recipiene.s 0 0 ;j! • 0 0 .... 0 ... :z: :z: < > :z: :z: .... x 0 
.in genaral hous•kaaping 
a.c:eivid.es. 1 2 3 4 s 1 2 3 4 s 
10. Doc:umene t:he oc~enca 
of imusu.&l incidanu. l 2 j 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
... 
11. Su:pervi.se ot:her CIU 
st:&ff members. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
12. Assise Cil.A. reeipiene.s 
.in <!Ding t:he ir l&undry. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
13. E:l.caurage Cil.A. racipiane.s 
eo p~cipaca in 
cci=muni::y &e:t:ivicias. l 2 3 4 s l. 2 3 4 5 
14. Tea.ch st:a£f en. and 
:firs-:: aid. 1 2 3 4 s r 2 3 4 5 
15. Assise Cil.A. recipiene.s 
vi.eh p~rsona.l hygiene. l 2 3 4 s 1 2 3 4 s 
16. Ta&ch Cil.A. recipiene.s 
eo u.a public 
e:znspo=ad.on. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
17. Di.aeuss issues regarding 
sAXWLl.i::y vi.eh CllA 
racipiane.s. 1- 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
18. Direce CIU recipiene.s 
.in physical exerci.sa. 1 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
19. Ass i.se CIU recipiane.s 
.in b&t:hl.ng. l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
20. Respond co t:ha ne•da 
of incond.nanc 
Cil.A. r•.cipiancs. l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 s 
21. Teach sign l.angu.ga 
eo CIL\. racipiencs. l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 s 
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22. Remind CTI.A raci'Piana 
&bout: chair appoin=ana. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
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23. Taa.c:h CIIA racipient:3 
i::ll.ffic sa£ecy. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
24. .Usisi: CIIA recipieni:s 
vii:h Public Aid and 
Soc:i.a.l se=i ey policies 
and procedures. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
25. F&eili :.a i:a communic:at:iou 
beOl'een en.A sa.ff and 
client:s. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
26. Compl•t:a nac••&&ry raper.: 
fo=s. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
27. Give CIIA recipieni:s 
enemas. l :z 3 4 s l :z 3 4 5 
28. Ai:-....and and part:icipat:a 
in en.A· st:&:f.f meetings. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
29. Tea.ch CIIA recipieni:.s 
gsnaral. houseli:aeping 
sldl.l..s. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
30. Ccnduci: sa.ff perfor:::ance 
eval.u.ad.ons • l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
31. Monitor cha qualiey 
of tile C!L\ recipient:.s' 
living environment:. l :z 3 4 5 i· 2 3 4 5 
32. Ad7oc:.ai:e for cha cr..J.. 
recipient:..11' right:.s and 
••rvic~. l 2 3 . 4 s l :z 3 4 s 
33. Sc:Teen and int:ervieW' 
pros-pect:ive CIL\ 
racipien1:S. l 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
34. 'i<rii:e so.i:f objeci:ives 
and goal.s. l 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
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38. Assist: in ehe d.evelopment: 
of ind.ividu&l. service 
pl.ans for CIL\ recipient:s l. 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
39. 'Implement: crisis 
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ot:har hum.an service 
( 
-pravi~rs. I 1. 2 3· 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
42. Balp CI1.A recipient:.s 
-par:::icipat:a in t:ha 
design of t:hai.r individu&l 
sarvica pl.ans. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
43. l..1Dk CIIA recipient:.s co 
services in cha 
ccmmuni r:'J. l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
44. Discuss vit:h pa.rant:/gu.ard.Lul 
Cil.A recipiant:.s' st:at:US or 
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45. Assist: Cil.A recipient: in 
displ.&ying apprapri.&t:a 
soci&l. skills in public 
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72.. Tea.ch direct: c:.z:ra providers :z: :z: < ::i: > :z: :z: en :x: t:I 
hov t:o prepare nut:ritious 
-&ls. l 2 3 4 .5 l 2 3 4 5 
73. ilaviev medic.al and healt:h 
.. , . hisU>ry of CII.A racipiant:. l 2 3 4 s l 2- 3 4 s 
...... 
.. - . 74. :Pl.an lD.etlUS for 
. : ; .. Cll.A. racipiant:.s • ·:1 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s .. .. 
75. Coordinat:a laisu:ra 
acd. vi t:ias vi t:h Cll.A. 
.__/ 
racipieut:.s. 1. 2 3 4 .5 l. 2 3 4 5 
76. I.ocat:a suit:a.bla housing 
vit:h CIIA racipian:a, l 2. 3 .4 s 'l 2 3 4 5 
77. ltac:=i:: voluni:aers for t:he 
CIIA program. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
78. Ensure t:ha.t: Cll.A. raci-pian::s 
ara rec~iving qu.&l.it:y ca.re. l. 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
79. Disc:u.ss t:he na=a and 
impor::.ance of medic.ad.on 
vit:h CII..A. recipient:.S. l 2 3 4 .5 l 2 3 4 5 
80. Te&eb. Cll.A. recipiant:.S 
hov t:o prepare uuc:!. tious 
-..is. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
81. Co=ic•t:a vit:h t:ha cou..-t: 
.syst:em on bahal£ of t:ha 
CILA. recipient:. l 2 3 4 .5 l 2 3 4 5 
82. Ed:ucat:a t:ha communit:y about: t:ha 
CIIA program. or about: 
individuals vi.eh disabilit:ias 
t:brough vorlc.i;hops and 
spe.a.ldng engagam.an= • l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
83. Assist: CI1A recipient:.s 1n 
developing appropriA1:a 
communicat:iou skills. l 2 3 4 .5 l 2 3 4 5 
86 
HOV Ilil'OR.'.IANT IS 'ii'CUI.D TaAINING IN 
nns ACTIVnY ro nns AB.IA HEU 
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84. Develo;> bebJo;vioral m.a.nagemenc 
programs vitil CII.A 
reci-pianc.s. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
-- 85. Complaca household fi::i.anci&l. 
raporu. l 2 3. 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
86_ Assi.si: in CI!.A. licausure and 
cart:ific:a.t:ion process. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
87. Oversea m&inuinan.ca of CIL\ 
raci-pianc relacad racord.s. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
88_ Prtrvida on·til•·job 
r:&ini.ng. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
89. ~lam.enc bah&vioral 
Jl.Cl&gamenc uiclmiquas. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
90. Honie.or ell.A raci-pianc.s' 
med.ic.ation pro gr.ams. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 
91. &inuun k:covladge of procad:uras 
£or dealing vit:h avard.ose, 
-i:u:as, illness, 
anc1 inj u:ry. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
92. Perform house 1.nspect:ions 
far compli.a:nc• vie CIIA 
ragu.l.a.cions. l· 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
93. Provi.da on-going in·sarvica 
t:.u.ni.ng for CIU se&:ff. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
94. Assisi: C:II.A. recipianc.s in 
the salact:ion of furnicura 
&pp~cas, and ucil.itias. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
( 
95. ~are montilly rapor-...s fol:' t:ha 
Depar=anc of M.enr.a..l. He&lt:h 
anc1 DaV'lllopmenc.a.l 
Di.sA.bil!.tias. 1 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
97. H.&inoli.:i illvan=ries of 
household icams. l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
87 
HCN IHPOR.l'.ANT IS Wtn.D '!RAI.NING lN 
'IHIS ACTIVITY TO nus AREA HEll' 
YOUR J'OB7 YOU? 
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98. Asaist: in t:he vrit:ing 
:z: :z: < :i:: > :z: ::: .,, ::c c.:i of 
grant: propoa&l.s. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
99. P~cipace in social/leisure 
a.ct:ivit:ies vii:h CIL\ 
recipient:.s. l 2 3 4 .5 l 2 3 4 s 
loo. A.Jisise CIL\ racipient:.s 
in me.al pla=.ing. l i 3 4 s 1 2 3 4 5 
., 
101. Assist in budget: pla=i.ng 
for the agency. l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
102. Haint:&in st:U: perfor.:ia.nea 
records. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
103. Hcuit:ar the delivery of the 
crLA. racipiaues service 
pl.ans. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
104. Documeue CIL\ recipient: 
progres~. 1. 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
105. Assist: CIL\ st:Uf in 
reaolving conflict:.s. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 5 
106. Fill out: &d::in.13:a.t:iva 
papervork (e.g.,l009's 
e'...me off sb.eet:s, 
expense vauc!:lers, l006's l 2 3 4 s 1 2 3 4 5 
107. Teach reading and wri.t:i.ng 
ski.ll.s t:o C!L\ recipient:.s. l 2 3 4 .5 l 2 3 4 5 
108. Implement: aggressiou 
man&gtll:lene for CI1A recipieni:.a. l 2 3 4. 5 l 2 3 4 5 
109. Develop and i:iainesi.n day 
programs. l 2 3 -4 s l 2 3 4 5 
110. Perform funct:ioDAl 
assessment:.s of CI1.A racipiant:.s. l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
88 
BW IHPOB:!ANT IS YOU!..!) !RAIN!NC IN 
nns u:rrvrrr TO nas A.REA H.Ell' 
YOtra. JOB? YOU? 
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111. Fac:ilit:.a.t:a paranc/gu.ardi.an ... ... ~ .., ... ..... ... .... .., .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 .... 0 ... 
p&r?:icipacion in cha % :z: < x > :z: :z: en ::i; c.:i 
development: of cha CIL\. 
recipiant:'s c:reat:::ent: plan. 1 2 3 4 s 1 2 3 4 s ... 
112. Icient:ify agency progr&m11&cic 
..... and facilit:y needs. 1 2 3 4 s 1 2 3 4 s 
113. Talk vich CIL\. racipienQI l. --2 .3 4 s l. 2 3 4 s 
114. Facilit:.a.ca parent:/gu.ardian 
involvuient: in CilA progr.am 
acd.vit:ia•. l. 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s ) 
llS. Encourage CII.A. rec1pienl:3 to . ' 
lUb f:riends vi.ch ocher persons 
vi'Ch d.1.sabilid.as. l 2 3 4- s l 2 l 4 s 
116. Help CIL\. racipient:s le&rn t:o 
lllAka ind&petldent: choices. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
117. Change services provided to 
Cil.A recipiaui:s to bet:car meet: 
chair needs. l 2 3 4 s 1. 2 3 4 s 
118. Help CIIA recipienQI learn to m&ka 
chair own decisions about: lei.sure 
t::im.a &et:i vi t:ies • l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s ·" 
119. Encourage CIIA recipient:3 
t:o CLaka chair own choices. l 2 3 4 s l 2 3 4 s 
120 •. Te&eh self-advocacy slcilLi 
t:o CII.A recipian=. l 2 3 4 s 1 2 3 4 5 
121. Assist: CIIA recipienQI in 
maet:illg chair neighbors. l 2 3 4 s 1 2 3 4 5 
122. Inform cha public about: disabled 
persons chrough inform&l. casual. 
coIIVarsat:ion. l 2 3 4 s 1 2 3 4 5 
APPENDIX B 
PREVIOUS TRAINING SURVEY 
l'la&Sa indic:ace i:f you have received craining in a:rry of th• areas li.sced belov 
b~ placing au •x• nexc co th• a.re& in the received :-aining column. If you have 
racaivad craining in an are&, pla&S• specify cha ~ of c!ia t:::'aining ( 1.. a. , 
lac=e, York.shop, au- cha-job, video, seli-sl:Udy·;-<:omput:e~d-cl\a-s!ura e• on-or 
langl:h of ci.::a cha C:Uning evauc :Lttvolvad (i.e., less ch.an 2 hours, 2-4 hours, 
4-8 hours. 8 or mora hours) by placing an "X• in th• •VPrDll~C• column. 
Finally, inclic.&ca i:f you need e;aining: in rn area by placing an •x• nexc co the 
are& in cha needs =a.ining colu:cm . . 
1'01UIAT 120IU.TIO• 
. 
• • .. .. . " " .. 0 ... . . ... 
A .. .. .. 
0 ... . " " • ...... ... ., " .. . 0 0 .. ~i .. " • 0 . .. . . .r: ... 0 , _ .. ... . .. .. .. • -" ! . .r: 0 ' " ... . o- ... .. . .. Q, .. .. .... " .. I ... -; • 0 ' I 0 .. . .. • 0 .. - 0 ... . .. ... "' 0 > • u .. .. ... • z .. 1- ;.;:,use P:av•n-c.i.on/HandJ.J.nq I 
2. ;..:.voc.ac;y 
J. .;.qq:-•ss.i.on n.anaqe.m•nc 
·- ~ tduc.auon 
5. ~l.C f.l,:S"C A.1.4 I ,_ 
~anav.i.or :·:an&q-..n-c 
'. ~·1:.:.nc; ,_ 
c:.arac;ar!.s~l.cs ot 
":'a::i.ou.s l'!an~.1. I..l.l.ne.sa .. 
'· C:::....:ac:-ca:.i.suc:.s ot I ~an~l. Recard.auon 
10. ~ani::•s iU<;n"CS I 
u. =1c.ai::.i.on 
u. c=wu.ey Ir.-ceqrat:.i.on I 
l.l- CCn.!.l.4an-c.i.&.L.l. >::y 
i.;. C.:an!l...l.c: Raso.Liiuon I 
15. Oil 
l&. cr.i.s.i.s P:cvent:1on/lnt;ar.ran-c.i.on 
17. C.J...Ly 1..1.v.i.r.q SY.~ ' 
la. llaa.L.i.nq w.i.= 0••= and Oy.i.nq ...... u. Ccve.\. op .i.r.q '::'•& >::2an"C/ . 
B&.bil.J. tiu:j,on Plana 
' 
20. Ooc:w:ianunq Cl..ian~ts -··r l'roqrass 
21. ~!!eCCl.ve SuperYlSl.Qn 
i 
22. f-.1.i.r.q ClJ.en~ 
2.l. Fu:a/01.saai::er S&tacy !'rt>c-u.r•s . 
24. ru.nc:-...iona.l. A:Aa-..ssaenc.a I I I 
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26. H•l..Jl.l.J.cn aan•uv•r 
27. Housexeep.:..nq Slc.LJ..l.s 
2&. Indap&ne&n'C. W.Vl.l\q s~ 
29. .tnta=.:.ous 01.$-.S• C:ln"C...-a.l. 
JO. 1.eq&.L 1..s.au&a 
ll.. L&J..sur• TJ.Aa A=l.Vl.'C.>.&S 
l2. ~~/ItOVJ.nq c:.l.J.&n'C.S 
ll. Had..l.ca.I. S.:.qns &n4 Sy.p'C.Om.s 
l4. 1Sedl.C4'C..l.On ~=ai:1on 
l5. !Sedl.<:41:.:.on Sl.c1a .Et!aC'C.S I 
J6. Ko'C.l.Va'C..:..nq t:i;i.l.oyaes I 
l7. Neq.l.ac'C. Prave.n~on/l:iancU.:.nq 
Ja. Ncn-ln!ac--i.au.s Ol.SAA.SCS 
l9. Nor::a.l..:.:::a'C..l.on I 
40. Nu=:i.::i.on I 
4.l.. .Ptrson.a.I. Hyql.&n• Skl.J..1.S 
42. Plll...l.oscpny ct C.:U ?raqra..t1 
4l. P.l.4l\nl.nq ana CiO&.l. sar.:inq 
44. ProD.l.~ So.l.vi.nq I 
4$. PW>.Uc: Spaal<l.Zlq 
46. Rccoru K<:11pl.nq I 
''· Ra.l.ai:.:.nq 'l;O ClJ.•n:.•s I I ramily/CWlrc1ia.n 
4&. Sex £duc..;:i1:.J.an I I I 
49. Soci.a...L secur1::.y ana 
Public: A.id Oo=manta.d.on 
50. Sl:.a!! ScJ.•C-:J.on I I 
5l. S~ Hanaq.-anr. I 
52. Sup.rv :i.s :i.nq Ol.!!l.cuJ..; £apJ.oy•as 
5l. Sup.rv :i.=ry feO<lbACJI; Skl..l..U I 
54. T~ lt<lnAqeJMn'C. I 
55. UGG o! SJ.qn Wn<Ju.,qa 
56. Yoc:.:u:..i.o=J. Sk.:..1..1.s 
57. worr.:i.nq WJ.t:.n Pnys:i.=J..ly 
IJ:p.&ired People 
59. WorJUnq Vl.'t..."l Sensory 
I I IJ:ipa.i.red l'9 op.I.• 
60. Wr1c.i.nq Case NO~CS I I ! I I I I 
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O'I JOO IHCEllTIVES EV/\LU/\TIOll 
We would Ilka to know the type9 of thlngs that motivate you as a CIL/\ worker ond how satlsfled you are wlth various 
aspects of your job. Listed below are soma job lncentlves. Please lndlcato how Important each Incentive la to you 
and how satisfied you are wlth that incentive ln your present job by ~lrcllng the number that best reflects your view. 
llow important ie: llow eatleflcd ora you with: 
not v•r)'" not -~ry 
J.-palt'k•nta lMpoc-t:.~nt: ••tt:l.•rl•d ... t:&•rl•d 
. 
I. the 8Jllount of money you make' 1 2 J 4 5 1 2 J 4 5 
2. your opportunities for promotion 1 z 3 4 .s 1 2 J 4 5 
J. the 11.111ount or reoponalblllty 
you have ln your job 1 z J 4 5 I 1 2 J t 5 4. conatructlva feedback 1 z J 4 s 1 2 J t 5 
s. job benefl ta 
a) vacation Ume 1 z J 4 5, 1 2 3 4 5 
b) alck leava 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 J 4 s 
c) health care 1 2 'J 4 5 1 2 3 4 s 
d) chlld cara 1 z 3 4 5 1 2 J 4 5 
e) retirement beneflta 
. 
1 2 J 4 s l 2 ] 4 5 
f) overtime pay 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 t s 
6. the atatua/preatlge or your job 1 ,2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 s 
1. job aecurl ty 1 2 3 4 s 1 2 J 4 5 
o. your relatlonshlpa with 
co-workeu 1 ·2 3 4 5 I 1 2 3 t 5 
i. your relationship with 
your supervisor 1 2 3 4 5 I 1. 2 J 4 5 
C"'l lio\.f lrnportont la: lie" aatlaflcd are you with: 
Cl\ 
....... -•ry I ~ .... """ ...... ,_. & ... S'"V .. ,•n'& •-.......... "~ ••t:l•lfl•d •• ._.1 ... c1-J 
10. your relatlonshlp wlth 
I 4 5 CIL1' residents 1 2 l 4 5 1 2 l 
11. the physical envlro~~ent at 
your place of employment 1 2· 3 4 s I 1 2 3 4 s 
lZ. attendance pollcle1 1 2 · J 4 5 I 1 2 l 4 5 ll. tardlnes1 pollclea 1 z l • s 1 2 3 4 5 
1(. scheduling pollcle1 1 2 3 4 s I l 2 3 4 s 
15. work/lunch braaka l 2 3 • 5 I 1 2 3 4 5 
16, the Importance placed upon 
your 1uggeatlon1 and Input l 2 3 4 s I 1 2 3 4 5 
17. opportunltlaa for parao~al 
growth 1 2 3 4 5 I l 2 J 4 5 
18, being recognized for a 
job well done 1 2 3 .4 5 I 1 z 3 4 5 
19. aeelng progresa ln 
ClLA reclplenta 1 2 3 f s I 1 z 3 4 s 
20, working with severely 
disabled JndJvJdual1 l ·2 J f 5 I 1 z J f 5 
21. the e~perlence you are 
getting fro~ this Job 1 2 3 4 s I 1 z l ~ 5 
ZZ. on the job tralnlng 1 2 l 4 5 I l 2 3 4 5 
21. your wor~ achedule/houra 
of worlt l z l • s I l 2 l • 5 
24, oppottunltlea for continuing 
i educatlon l 1 • 5. I l 2 3 4 5 
APPENDIX C 
JOB INCENTIVES EVALUATION 
APPENDIX D 





Dlrections: Thl• ec•le la dealgned to 1ollclt your oplnlon of the phllo•ophy underlying the CILA program, 
\11 au lnteruted ln your perception• of the content of the CllA phllo1ophy, rather than your peuonal agreement 
or dlugreement vith lt. U!PIHO Tll! FEOPl.Jt \llTll llllOK TOU VORX lH HIND, phase rate the utent to vhlch the 
fol loving prlnclplu are conshtent with the CllA phllo1ophy and the extent to vhich they ar1 followed by the 
CILA you work for, 
Hov con1latent la thl1 
prlnclple with the 
Cl LA ph1loaophy7 





1. Client• ahould be able to choo1e their 








Client• only need limited access to 
recreational and 1ocial activitie1, .l 2 J, 4 5 
The a11eeement of integrated aervlce plan• 
for clients 1hould take into account 
their racial, ethnic end cultural background, l 2 3 4 5 
Client• 1hould participate In the 1electlon 
of the 1ervlce1 and 1upport1 ~hey need, 1 2 3 4 5 
Cilenti 1hould be able to experience the 
rlak of failure •• well •• 1ucce11, 1 2 3 4. S 
GILA 1taff 111111bers 1hould decide how 
client• 1pend their leisure tl1111, 1 2 3 4 S 
Services provided to client• 1hould change 
aa their 1peclflc needs end de1lre1 change, l 2 3 4 S 
Cllent1 1hould be able to receive 1ervlce1 
near their par111nent hone. 1 2 3 4 S 
To what extent do111 the 
CllA you work for 
follow thi1 principle? 
1 2 3 4 
not at 
all 




1 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
•l 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 s 
1 2 3 4 s 
l 2 3 4 5 













llov conshtent h thh 
prlnclple vlth the 
Cll.A phllo1ophy7 
l 2 J 4 5 
not very 
con1htent con1htent 
Clhnt1 ahould have the 1e11e acce11 
to educ1tion1l 1ervlce1 a1 other people 
ln the cocurunity, l 2 J 4 5 
All client• need
0
and 1hould receive the 
1111e 1ervlc11, 1 2 J 4 5 
The 111rvice1 offered to client• 1hould 
contribute to their c1p1clt7 for 
independence and productlvlty, ' 1 2 J 4 5 
Dlrect care 1t1(f 1hould •ake the decl1lons 
regardlng n1tt1r1 of-health care for cllent1, l 2 J 4 5 
Cllent1 ahould have 1cce11 to full 
e11ployuant opportunltle1, 1 2 ·] 4 5 
The 11ore 1everel7 dl11bled client• ere, the 
aore re1trlctlv1 thelr 11vlng 1nvlronaent1 
need to be, l 2 J 4 5 
Client• 1hould have acce11 to rellglou1 
acthltlu. l 2 3 4 5 
Client• 1hould be recognized flr•t and 
fore1101t a1 people vlth d11abllltle1, 1 2 3 4 5 
Client• 1hould be Involved ln managing 
thelr ovn fln11nce1, l 2 J 4 5 
Clients 1hould have the 1a111e accea1 to 
vocational trelning a1 othar,people ln 
1 the co1111Unlt7. 2 J 4 5 
To vhat utent don the 
Cit.A you vorlt for 
follov thl1 prlnclple7 
l 2 J 4 5 
not 1t completely 
all 
1 2 J 4 5 
l 2 J 4 5 
l 2 J 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 J 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
l 2 J 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
\0 
O'l 
llov conshttnt h thh To vh•t •~tent doe• th• 
prlnclrl• vlth th• Cit.A 7ou vork for 
Cit.A phllo1ophy7 (ollov thl1 prlnclpl17 
l 2 3 . 4 5 1 2 3 4 !I 
not nry not at co11pletely 
cond1t1nt con1htent all 
19. Client•' record• 1hould be k1pt 
. conCld•ntlal by Cit.A eta([ a111b•r1, l 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 !I 
20. Client• 1hould ~•·•t•n •• lndlvldual1 vlth 
th• •a~• rlght1, prlvllege1, a1plratlon1 and 
re1pon1lbllltl11 •• oth•r oltlEen1, 3, l 2 3 4 5 l 2 4 !I 
21. Client• 1hould not b1 r1qulred to p1rtlclpat1 
ln any actlvltl11 Ju1t beceu1e the7 ara 
part of their urvlce progr ... l 2 3 " !I l 2 3 4 !I 
22. Cit.A program dlrector1 1hould 11lect the 
c•r•glv1r1 for cllent1, l 2 3 " !I l 2 3 " 5 
23. Clhntl 1hould have th1 orportunlt7 to 
ev•lu•te th• people who provide let"f lc11 
to·the11, l 2 3 4. 5 l 2 3 " 5 
24. The n••d• of cll1nt1 1hould b1 det1rwln1d 
by an uu11111nt of their 1tnngth1, 
deflclt1, p1raon•l praferenc11 and faally/ 
co .. unlt1 eupport1, 1 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 " 5 
25, Client• 1hould lnt1ract fr1qu1ntly with 
non·dl11bled p1r1on1, l 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 ' 
26. Client• 1hould be tncour•g•d to becos• 
1conoslc1ll1 11lf ·1uff lcl1nt, 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
27. Client• •r• r1rel1 ••en by oth•r co1111unlt1 
i ••mb1r1 at tegul•r 1oclal actlvltl11, 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
APPENDIX E 
CILA STAFF ATTITUDES MEASURE 
Di-~e':'.!on:;: Plaasa indic..&t:• th• c:h&ra.c:::ar'-sd.cs 0£ ~ 0£ 'I:!I1'.: l'DJ?U: VJ:!:!! WOK 
rn VORX.. Pl.a as• i.nd.ic..&t:.e thai: prl::a:ry di.a gDCSi.s. lml of funcd.aai::l.g balov. 
l'l.aasa chacl: anl.y .2D.SI. prl:ary d.Ugnosi.s &D.d. .Sl:I1lt l.ml o:f !=d.aai::l.g t:h.&t: 
dulcr'...b&a llC&t: of yau::: cllent:.s. 
.!!aut:a.l. Ill.neas 
Du.&l Di.t.gnosi.s (HI/DD) 
Hign __ • 
Lav 
P'laasa indic..&t:e U t:he people :y.::iu vork: rlt:h h.Kv. pliysic..&l. di.sabilld.aa or sensory · 
cl..1..u.billd.H • 
Pbysic.&l Di.sabilld.a.s --
Sensory Duabilid.a.s _. __ 
Nov, rat:.e the following in:a.t:ement:.s vr:ra 'Im!: PZOI"U: '!Ctr 'liOltX ~ I:5' Knm. Circle 
eh.a n=bci: t:h.&t: best: :aprasent:.s your at:::!.?:W:l.e, ~rd.i:lg t:o 1:±1.e follovi:ig scala: 
l - St=o~ly Disagree 4 - A.gr- Som.inrb.&t: 
2 - Di.s.&g:aa .5 - Agra• 
3 - DU&g:ae So.mevh.& t: 6 • .sc:::aagly.Agree 
1.. l'rofaasiaa&l.s shcul.d not: m.a.ka daci.sicms far 
clia:ni::s unlasa &.bsolui::.ely :iacaa&&ry. l. z 3 4 .5 6 
z_ Client:.s shcul.d ba an.cow;::r.gad t:o assum.a eh.a 
raspon.sibill::!.es of no=.&l. li!"e. l. 2 3 4 s 6 
3. Cllant:.s =male.a good parent:.s. l. 2 3 ·. 4 s 6 
4. c:iient:.s :eseut: bei::ig e&l.leci n.a.maa lika 
.cix=y" or •=::r...-y• • l. z 3 4 .5 5 
.5 _ 
Cl.ia:na &r• ~iar vhan thay live 
and. work vie oC.rs llka t:hamsalvaa. l. z 3 4 .5 6 
6. Agencies Ca.t: serve c:llant:.s shou.l.d 
b..cve cllent:.s on t:b.ei: boards. l 2 3 4 .5 6 
7. .Bac.ause of t:bei.r di.sabili t:!.a.s, c:llent:.s 
ca:n not: help ... c:.h acer. 1 z 3 4 .5 6 
8. Client:.s shou.l.d not: be &lloved ::0 =---=7 
and b..cve c:.hild.ren. ' l z 3 4 .5 6 
9. A. persou vould be foolish t:O ~ SCllleO"Cl.8 








4 - Agree Somawh.at: 
5 - Agra• 


















Cllant:.s should be gu.araneaed the same righes 
in aocieey &a oi::har per.son.a. 
Client:.s do not: vane ea vorl:. 
Cliene.s need aomeao.a ea plan their a.ctivit:iea 
for chem. 
Clleni::.s should not: hold public offices. 
Cllene.s should not: be givan a:rry 
responsibiliey. 
Client:.s can orga.nize and speak for 
the.m.selvea. 
Clienu do not: c.u:e &bout: advancement: 
in chair j oba. 
Cliau-i::s do not: need ea make choicaa about: 
eh.a tb.1ng.s chey vil.l do each d.&y. 
Clleni::.s b..acve the kinds of problems th.ar 
require & lot: of supa~i.an. 
Clleni::.s should not: be al.loved t:o drive. 
Cllent:.s can be productive -=ber.s of 
•ocieey. 
Clieni::.s b..acve go&l.s for their live• like 
oi::har people. 
I would c:i.ist: ana of this agency's client:.s 
t:o be a baby si t:t:ar for one of my children. 
Client:.s cm:mci:: exercise cancrol aver 
chair lives like ocher peep la. 
It: i.s an u:n.sa.fa practice ea allow client:.s 
U> cCQl<; me&l.£ vi thout: supervision« 
Client:.s can have close per:sonal ral.Aticnships 
ju.at: like everyone else. 
123456 
123456 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
l.23456 
123456. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
l.23456 
l 2 3 4 s 6 
l 2 3 4 s 6 
l 2 3 4 s 6 
l 2 3 4 5 6 








4 - Agree Somavh&t: 
5 - Agree 






Clients &J:e cap.able of a lac more ti1.a.n mos1: 
f.amily members and profasaiona.l.s ... uma. 
I would not: .l.ilca ta live next: door to 
people like chis agency's client:.s. 
Clienr..s &J:a wru.a.l.ly tao limited to be 
sensitive to th.a need.a and feelings of 
ot:hars. 
Clients should live in sheltered facilities 
bee.a.us of the d.angers of life in the 
community. 











Clienr..s should be encouraged ta lobby 
legisL&t:ors on their own. 
Clie:nts a:re th.a best people ta give 
&dvica and cot.msel ta others vho vi.sh 
ta move into community living. 
A cllanc' s opinion ahould crr:y more 
weight: than the cpinioni& of fud.l.y 
mambers and professicnal.s in decisions 
&f'fectiDg 'Che client. 
The solutions t:o the problems in living 
faced by client:s muat: coma from other 
persons like them. 
Clients can pl.a.n meecings and conferences 
without: asais'C.&Dl:a from others. 
The protact:ivenass of family members 
and. profession.a.ls is often a barrier 
to full life for clients. 
Client:s c.an be trusted to handle money 
responsibly. 
Client:s need t:he same kind of con=ol 
and di.sciplina .. young c.b..ildren. 
R.esid.ents b.irva not:hing to fear from 




l 2 3 4 5 6 
l.2.3456 
-~-· l. 2. 3 4 s 6 
12.3456 
l.2l456 
l. 2 3 4 s 6 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
12.3456 
1 2 3 4 s 6 
l 2 3 4 s 6 
l 2 3 4 s 6 










Employers in cha •real vorld" don't: 
\mdars t:and tile stieci.&l. nee<U of tili.s 
agency's client:.s. 
Cllent:.s usua.lly should be in group 
h.omas or ocher fa.c:ilid.es vhere ehey 
can bJtve tile help and auppon of s~f. 
Shelt:ered workshops for client:S are 
essend.al. 
43. '!he a=it:-.idas of aociaey are more of a 
bar=ier t:o full life for client:.s eh.an 
are thei= cond.i.t:ions. 
44. 'Ihe beat: c&re for client:.s is co be pa.rt: 
of nor=.al llia in cha coamru:itley. 
45. Host: clienc.s prefer.U> vork in a 
shelt:ered set::ing ch.at: is more sensid.va 
t:o thei.r ne<U!.s • 
46. Vi::hou: some can=ol and supervision, 
cllant:s could get: in real trouble out:· in 
Ca co=mit:y. 
47. I: vould be foolish for cha st:at:e U> make 
supper.: payman:s d.i.rect:ly U> cllen:s. 
48. Seg:rega:i:lg clien:s in schools, vork, and 
residential se~s is si.::ply vrong. 
49. '!he rig!l= of client:s are 1:1ora i:por=t: 
~ prof assional. concerns about: chei= 
problems. 
50. '!he best: vay t:o handle client:s is t:o 
kaep chem in inst:i:Utions. 
51. In=ea.sed spending on prog=a.m.s for cliant:S 
is a vast:e of = dollars. 
4 - Agree Somavhat: 
5 - Agree 
6 - S=ongly Agree 
l 2 3 4 s 6 
l 2 3 4 s 6 
1 2 3 4 s 6 
l 2 3 ·4 s 6 
l 2 3 4 s 6 
123456 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 3 4 s 6 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
123456 
123456 
52. Home.s and services for cliena dovng=ada tile 
neighborhoods t:!::.ey are in. 123456 
53. Cllant:.s are a bu.rd.an on aociat:y. l 2 3 4 5 6 
54. Ho1:1es and services for client:S should 












4) Marital. Status: 
mar=iad 
-- widowed 
cau~ian -- divorced 
Ot!lar ___ ,__ __ - ••paratad == sinqle (apeci.!y) 
no 5) 
6) Do you have a disability? __ yes no :t:f yes, specL""}': 
7) Are you a __ pa,,r: time er __ full tb::e l!l:lployee? 
:t:! p~:;-'; tipe 1 bow many bour5 do you work a week? 
8) What i,i; your job tit.la? 
10) T!la pri::A--y disability ct th• clienU yeu work vit!l ia: 
_oo __ lil _Duitl Dillgnosi.s(KI/DD) 
11) Row many c:ru clientl: are you cliraC""-ly raspenaibl• :fer? __ _ 
12) How many c:::::I.A employees are you responsible :fol:? 
13) Hew lcnq have you bean in th.is poai~on?-.--::---------
14) Hcv lonq have you bean in thia orqanization? ________ _ 
J.5) Rev long have you worked in t!le OD/KI areas? ________ _ 
16) What is your annua.l iDcam• :!rtm this job? 
lesa that S10,000 
s10,ooo sis,ooo 
::::::: S16,000 - s20,ooo 
$21,000 - $25,000 
over S25,000 
EDUCA...'"J:ON 
1) What is your highest: laveJ. ct education? 
Scma High Scilool/no daqrae 
GZD 
-- High Scilool Oiplc:c.a 
-- Scme ~llaqe/no deqraa 
-- A.i;aociata•a daqraa (s;pacify) == Bacile.lor's degree (specify) 
Scme Crztduata Scilool/no degree 
-- Mastar•s deqra• (specify) == M.D./Ph.D. (spaci:!y) 
2) Have you raceiveC. on-th-job t..--aining in t!le part yaa::? 
__ yes no 
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